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FRO M G I L B E R T 's
i~-------------------------
DE MAGNE7:'E
"WORD MONGERS"and
~ . .
CHATTERING BARBERS"
"Word mongers" and "chattering barbers," Gilbert called
those of his predecessors who asserted that a wound ·made
by a magnetized needle was painless, that a magnet will
attract silver, that the diamond will draw iron, that the
magnet thirsts and dies in the absence of iron, that a magnet,
pulverized and taken with sweetened water, will cure
headaches and prevent fat.
Before Gilbert died in 1603, he had done much to explain
magnetism and electricity through experiment. He found
that by hammering iron held in a magnetic meridian it can
be magnetized. 'He discovered that the compass needle is
controlled by the earth's magnetism and that one magnet
can remagnetize another that has lost its power. He noted
the common electrical attraction of rubbed bodies, among
them diamonds, as well as glass, crystals, and stones, and
was the first to study electricity as a distinct (orce.
"Not in books, but in things themselves, look .for knowl-
edge," he shouted. This ma,n helped to revolutionize methods
of thinking-helped to make electricity what it has become.
His fellow men were little concerned with him and his experi-
ments. "Will Queen Elizabeth marry-and whom?" they
were asking.
Elizabeth's flirtations mean little to us. Gilbert's method
means much. It is the method that has made modern
electricity what it has become, the method which enabled
the Research Laboratories of the General Electric Com-
pany to discover new electrical principles now applied in
transmitting power for hundreds of miles, in lighting homes
electrically, in aiding physicians with the X-rays,'in freeing
civilization from drudgery.
Ge n e r al Electric
(jeneral Office ,Company Schenectady,MY.
'S.()24 F. B. J.~----------------------------------------------~a
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Editorials
THE NEW YEAR AT HOWARD. ,.
HOWARDUNIVERSITY began its academic year Monday, October 2nd,
"T"iththe largest entering class in its collegiate department ever registered
In a university specializing in the training of young colored men and
women. There is an increase of approximately 25 pe~ cent in the number
01 applications which have been received during the year and in spite of
the rigid "weeding out" nearly 400 applicants have been granted perrnis-
sion to register as Freshmen. A marked trend is noticed in the large
umber of students entering Howard with advanced standing, having
received prior training at other colleges and universities. This is partly
accounted for by the new rating which Howard University received last
year when its collegiate department was placed on the approved list of the
Association of Colleges and Preparatory Schools of the Middle States
and Maryland. According to the estimates of the Registrar of the Uni-
versity, more than 1,000 students will be registered in the collegiate de-
partment the first quarter of the school year 1922-23.
'With the beginning of classes at eight o'clock Monday morning, Octo-
ber 2nd, and with the holding of the first chapel exercises in the Andrew
Rankin Memorial Chapel at noon, the students of the University settled
down to normal college life. Dr. J. Stanley Durkee, the President of the
University, at the chapel exercises welcomed the students to Howard and
counseled them regarding the tasks of the school year lying before them.
The President's address appears elsewhere in this issue.
Since last June, many changes have been made in the Faculty of the
Howard University. One of the most pleasing changes has been that of the
appointment of Miss Lucy D.Slowe as Dean of Women. Miss Slowe
comes to Howard University full of zest for her work, and the influence
of her fine character is expected to be felt throughout the University
tudent life.
During the summer months many improvements to the buildings and
zrounds have been made., The Administration of the Howard Univer-
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sity welcomed its resident students to the New Dining Hall, which was
dedicated in June, 1922. The building is the most beautiful and modernly
equipped, of any on the UI;iversity grounds. Its value as a center where
a virile school spirit may be engendered is already being appreciated. - In
addition to the many improvements made to the interior of the various
University buildings, attention has been given to the laying of walks about
the grounds to add both to the convenience and beauty of the campus.
BACK TO COLLEGE.
IN the spring when the birds are returning, the flowers are blooming
and the world is putting on its gala attire, our thoughts stray to the sea:
shore, the mountains and the long country lanes. VVe grow impatient to
be out with great Mother Earth. So we welcome the close of school with
its exacting curriculum. vVe grasp our new liberty like a bird that has been
long caged and once more feels the freedom of the air. But long before the
summer is gone, when the ocean is still a charming place for a swim, the
mountains are f.ull of unexplored places, and the country lanes are brim-
ming with beauty and charm, our thoughts turn again to our Alma Mater
and we want to be back with all the responsibilities. The rest of the sum-
mer days drag on. In this friend or that, we see something that reminds
us of some one back at our Alma Mater. In our minds, we go over the
whole list, lingering on each one endearingly.
When September ushers Autumn in and the red, golden yellow leaves
go scurrying before the wind; when the ocean becomes a place of wonder
and beauty in its savage nature; when the golden sunshine streams down
on it all, making the world a marvel of beauty and color; in our hearts
there comes a longing for our Alma Mater. The very beauty of the world
makes ~s long for the nearness of those we love. In it all there lies that
great catastrophe, the death of summer, and the foreshadowing of bleak
winter. It is then that we want to be in the protecting arms' of our Alma
Mater-the life giving mother.
M. G. N., '24.
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OPENING ADDRESS AT CHAPEL, OCTOBER 4, 1922.
By PRESIDENT]. STANLEY DURKEE.
THE college year 1922-1923 opens auspiciously not only for our ownHoward University, but for America as a whole. Larger numbers of
students than ever before are crowding up to the sources of intellectual
light.rand hence moral and spiritual guidance. A greater appreciation of
the value of trained minds and hearts possesses the youth- of our land. In
a Republic like ours, the only hope for permanency in progress, stability
in shifting opinions and newly evolving theories, and constantly greater
liberty and freedom in a Government with a written and revered Consti-
tution, lies in an intellectually trained and a morally sound citizenship.
The permanency of American ideals and of the growing expanding nation
rests on these cornerstones.
Therefore, every school and college in the land must teach morals as
well as science, must properly discipline the emotional life as well as the
intellectual; must never forget that an unrnoral or immoral student is a
liability rather than an asset to our nation.
I cannot too strongly emphasize this truth, and if the last ten years of
history has failed to fasten it upon any teacher, any preacher, any states-
man, any leader in public and private affairs, then such are never quali-
fied to teach or preach or administer public affairs, no matter how illus-
trious their ancestors or how long the list of degrees they may have at-
tained. Howard University, from its first hour of history, has stood
for such training of head and heart, and stands for it today, if possible
stronger than ever before.
In welcoming you students to this new year Of study, I have for you a
few thoughts that I can but hope will claim your careful consideration and
your hearty endorsement .
You have your personal problems to meet. You have often thought
they were peculiar to you. Your problems of finance, social intercourse,
college standing, choice of profession, and a hundred such perplexing
.questions are ever present with you. Yet, they are questions common to
all struggling, aspiring students. Others by the hundred thousand have
_met and solved them. You can do it, and you will, comforted by the
thought that there hath no struggle nor temptation befallen you that is
'not common to all mankind. When in the midst of your own battles,'
think of the many before you who have become victors and say, "They
conquered and so shall L" .
You have racial problems which tax your mind and heart, sometimes
9
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almost beyond endurance. As you develop the finer appreClatH?nS of
life, these problems will more and more test your endurance and strain
your faith. Many of those problems are such as are common to every
up-struggling race, whether for the first climbing up, Or climbing back
again after centuries of inertia. The ignorant have ever declared that the
racial group which we at Howard represent, has no past history save that
of ignorance and servitude. I am most happy to inform you that we
bring to Howard this year, for Hie winter quarter, a young man who
proves himself among the foremost investigators of the history of the
nice and will, therefore, conduct classes in that history showing great
civilizations in the long past, built up and maintained by that race' of
which you are the proud representatives. I trust you will so shape your
courses that next quarter you will enj oy the privilege of working with
Mr. Hansberry.
Your problems of rank and distinction are, many of them, questions
of personal achievement. The high places of the world are filled by men
and women, not because of the color of their skin, but because of the
texture of their brain and heart. As John Ruskin says, "At the portieres
of that silent Faubourg St. Germain, there is but brief question: 'Do-you
deserve to enter? Pass.' Do you ask to be the companion of nobles?
Make yourself noble, and you shall be. Do you long for the conversati~:)11
of the wise? Learn to understand it, and you ~hall hear it. But on other
terms? No. I f you will not rise to us, we cannot stoop to you. The
living Lord may assume courtesy, the living philosopher explain his
thought to you with considerate pains; but here we neither feign nor
interpret. You must rise to the level of our thoughts if you would be
gladdened by them, and share our feelings if you would recognize our
presence.' "
You must learn that such a law is ever operative, and that while you
may have greater difficulty in many ways, than some of the sons of white
men, yet eventually, worth will win, and if you do not live to see the
highways free and untrammelled, those who follow you, will, for
"Behind the dim unknown
Standeth God within the shadows
Keeping watch above His own."
To prove that worth will win, and the great man will be great anywhere,
I would I were free to read you, regarding one of our own Howard pro-
fessors, a. letter that I received during this past vacation. Every student
of Howard who attains to distinction, but opens wider the doors for the
free coming of those who shall follow to the highlands of peace and
honor.'
Many of the problems you face are those of misunderstanding, preju-
dice, and hate. To give back in kind but prolongs the periods of dis-
turbance and disaster.
10
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1 marvel at your patience: 1 thrill with hope at your fortitude: 1 see
the day of brotherhood dawn in your Christian bearing and I can but
promise for eventual victory the comradeship and co-operation of all
those of every race and creed who believe that God hath made of one
blood all peoples, and that eventually the human family will live like a real
family, the good of all being the care of each and no one member suffer,
if the care of all can prevent.
Toward this glad day must we all set our faces, and with faith burning
brightly in our hearts, toil on, no matter what the cost, until we, or our
children's children, shall behold the day dawn -and the clouds of misun-
derstanding, prej udice and hate, forever disappear.
Perhaps I have said enough to reveal to you what lies deepest in my
mind this morning. You students at Howard have an inspiring part to
play in the world's drama and therefore must be the better prepared.
J0 careless work or shoddy material will pass. You must be genuine
through and through. You must live and act like those who see their
visions clearly and walk steadily toward their realization, Your greatness
will be measured by your ability to keep your visions clear, no matter how
low may hang the clouds of discouragement, or how high may 100m the
obstacles in your pathway. Your professors will mark your advance,
not so much by your response to technical. questions as by your general
attitude to work, to mastery, toward an appreciation of opportunity to
make yourselves more than you or they can now see or dream.
Former students need not be reminded that constant and hard work is
demanded if they shall maintain their position as students in Howard
University. Each year so many fail, because they do not pay the price in
work
New students should be told that if they fail in two subjects out of three
in their first quarter's work, they are put on probation for the next quar-
ter. Every student on probation suffers the loss of certain privileges
that are most valuable to them. If they fail again the second quarter they
are dropped from the list of University students and cannot return to
Howard until they prove that they have become students worthy of our
trust. The record of each student is most carefully kept. Long years
after, those records are often required to secure places of responsibility
and trust. Students, determine to have no failures marked against you,
for,
"The moving finger writes,
And, having writ, moves on,
Nor all thy piety nor wit
Can lure it back to cancel half a line,
Nor all thy tears wash out a word of it."
May: I caution you all to study carefully your Student Manual. Every
year we have those who' say, "1 did not know." "To the law and the
11
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testimony" is our command. In the Student Manual you will find all·
necessary guidance if you seek for the spirit as well as the letter. It
might be possible for you to observe the letter of the laws there laid down.
and still fail at Howard. vVe have had sorrowful examples of such, in
the history of the University.
Be conscientious in all your dealings with your College. This is your
home. You will soon learn, if you have not already learned, to call
Howard your Alma Mater, your dear or loved mother. Bring no distress
or sorrow to your college more than you would to your own mother.
Be worthy children in all your ways.
Possibly I should also bring to your attention the necessity of early
determining what profession you will enter for your life's work. Read
carefully the short introduction printed in the Students' Manual. This
will suggest ways by which, if in doubt, you may be helped to a decision.
Do not let the months drag by in a careless or unfocused way. As soon
as possible, determine your goal, and then walk straight toward it. You
will gain many years, perchance, by knowing early in your course what
profession you mean to follow, for then you will focus your studies, your
hopes, your unconscious longings, and they 'all will De working together
for your good and fitting you for larger success. Dream much, students,
but color your dreams by the successes you hope to gain in your definitely
chosen profession. Dream much, by day and by night, but fashion your
dreams out of the hard work you are daily performing. Be stern, exact-
ing, straight along with yourselves. Indulge in no self pity nor seek
- to excuse neither to yourselves nor to others your wrongs and failures.
Demand of yourselves wholesome, ambitious thoughts, carefully defined
plans, and hard, persistent work. These, together with a true faith in
God and a true spirit of co-operation with all those who seek similar
goals, will unerringly lead you to the successes you crave, and those your
Heavenly Father desires for you.
12
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THE NEW DINING HALL AND HOME ECONOMICS BUILDING ..
By ALBERT 1. CASSELL,
Instructor ill Architecture.
THE site of the Howard University, considered both from the stand-point of height and natural beauty, is one of the best in the city of
\iV ashington. This is especially true of the east side of the campus which
faces McMillan Park, a Federal Govemment Reservation on which one of
the city's reservoirs is located, and where very considerable sums have been
expended vin improving the landscape and in bringing about a studied
informality the beauty of which, when once seen, is never forgotten. The
Catholic iniversity and the Soldiers' Home and Grounds, situated as they
are on the high ground beyond this park, form an excellent background
and complete what is truly a wonderful picture.
It was, then, the result of natural logic that, when the quadrangle proper
had about its full quota of buildings, the east side of the campus should
come in for the studied development that has long been its due. In keep-
ing with their plan for "A Greater Howard" in every respect, a new
scheme for the future physical development of the campus was laid out
by the University authorities some three years ago. In this very important
work the University authorities and their architects were assisted by the
K ational Fine Arts Commission. The importance of the development
of the east side of the 'Campus was immediately recognized. One could
not escape the fact that this east side should be as beautiful and as well
developed as the park which it faced, and, further, that there, facing this
park, was the logical and best site for the University's New Dining Hall
and Home Economics Building, for which the Federal Government had
appropriated $201,000.00.
The new building is one of the University's first steps in carrying out
the physical portion of its plan for "A Greater Howard." Messrs.
William A. Hazel and Albert 1. Cassell, architects, members of the Uni-
versity Faculty and at that time in charge of its Department of Architec-
ture, were assigned the task of designing the new structure and superin-
tending its construction.
The selection of the style in which the building should be designed was
given thorough study by the architects. This task was complicated be-
cause the existing buildings vary considerably in style, ranging from that
of the Early French Renaissance in the older structures through the
Georgian Colonial and Colonial in the latter buildings. The MyrtiIIa
Miner Normal School and the Freedman's Hospital Group, both colonial
in style, though not a part of the University Group, had, because of their
proximity, considerable influence in the selection of the style in which the
new building was designed. So, in order that the Dining Hall and Home
Economics Building might not only d'YeII in harmony with the older group
13
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of buildings but would also be "a good neighbor" to the newer group,
it was designed in the Georgian Colonial Style. In this case, as in many
others, the problem of designing to conform to adjacent or neighboring
buildings was, to be sure, not easy, but, it is hoped that in this particular
instance, something more like an entente cordiale than might have existed
bas been effected.
In the case of the Dining Hall and Home Economics Building it was
particularly desirable to design for balance and harmony, for it was real-
ized that the University Campus was no place on which to indulge in
architectural discord or architectural egotism. With this thought in mind
and with much care the architects adjusted as nearly as was possible the
main horizontals of the new building to the horizontals of the Applied
Science Building, having regard also to the disposition of color in brick-
work and trim. Balancing similarities and differences without sacrificing
vigor and freshness in design was a difficult problem, but it is hoped that
the result is successful, that is, that the new building, though larger than
the others, will do no violence to the old architectural atmosphere of the
Administration and Dormitory Group, that it wii! be a worthy and cour-
teous neighbor to the kpplied Science Building, and, further, that it will
be a dignified building on its own account.
The New Dining Hall and Home Economics Building, rising fifty-five
feet above the surroundirig grade, rests upon independent piers of rein-
forced concrete carried through the made ground on the building site
to hardpan at an average depth of twenty feet. The building has two
principal horizontal divisions of terra cotta; that at the level of the Stu-
dents' Dining Hall some thirteen feet above grade, which defines the
ground floor, and the full entablature, beginning approximately at the
level of the second supported floor, which defines the height of the main
floor housing: the Students' Dining Hall. The building, though bare of
ornament, will illustrate at once two very agreeable attributes of the
Georgian Colonial Style in which it is designed-dignity and refinement
of scale. In color the contrast between the tapestry brick varying in \
shades of brown and red and the cream colored terra cotta gives a quality
of vivacity, even to those portions of the building having large unbroken
wall surfaces.
It is hoped that the interior planning will give evidence of the thought
and care that was expended upon it. The main entrance, which is on the
east. front facing the reservoir, is a brick and plaster loggia giving access
to an architecturally impressive main hall, which runs the full depth of
the building and ends in the main 'stair tower. Running north and south
as:ross the main hall, there is an eight-foot corridor, which terminates in
minor entrances giving additional access to the ground floor and sub-
sidiary stairs to the Students' Dining Hall.
The ground floor space is devoted to cloak and rest rooms for men and
14
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women, a reception r00111for University guests, a private dining room and
pantry, and to service facilities. The service portion of this floor in-
cludes showers 'and toilets, rest and dressing rooms for help of both
sexes, store rooms, high pressure steam room and a refrigeration plant.
No power, however, is generated in the building, this being obtained from
the central heating plant.
Passing through the main hall and up one flight of the main stairs,
one comes to the Students' Dining Hall, the feature of the building, a
room fifty-four feet in width by one hundred and twenty-seven feet in
length by twenty feet in height. The accompanying illu tration shows
the manner in which this room is treated; with a panelled wood wainscot,
with two rows of columns symetrically placed, pilastered walls and plaster
beamed ceiling. This dining hall may be entered from nine different
points, there being five central entrances, subsidiary entrances at the north
and south ends of the hall and two service entrances on the west side.
Light in the proper quantity is furnished by a battery of seven large win-
dows on the east front and three on each of the other facades. From
every point of this room, the beautiful view over the Reservoir and Me-
Millan Park is available.
The Main Kitchen, located in the wing of the building on the same floor
as the Students' Dining Hall, is very well lighted and has not only ample
natural ventilation, but artificial ventilation as well. It is, moreover,
equipped with every modern convenience. Cooking is done exclusively
'0Y gas and high pressure steam. The bake shop, butcher shop, dish room
and pantry are all equipped with motorized labor-saving equipment of the
latest types.
The top or attic floor of the building is devoted solely to the Depart-
ment of I-Iome Economics; some three-fifths of this area being occupied
by Domestic cience, while the remaining space is given over to Domestic
Arts.
The Domestic Science Department contains a large and modernly
equipped cafeteria, where the senior students receive practical as well as
theoretical training in cafeteria management; a model apartment; cafe-
teria and practice kitchens, dietetics and main laboratory, a laundry and
offices.
The Domestic Arts Department contains offices, laboratories, class
rooms, and special facilities for instruction in costume design.
This is a brief description of the building which is one of the first phys-
ical steps in the direction of "A Greater Howard." It is the hope of the
architects that it will agreeably take its place among the other buildings of
the University Group and, with them, will silently but surely exert on
the undergraduate mind in its most formative period a lesson of good
order and beautiful surroundings.
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY SETS ACADEMIC RECORD.
~
245 Degrees Conferred Upc n Graduates of the Class of 1922-Dr. Edwin E.
Slosson Commencement Orator-Seventeen Commissions to R. O. T.
C. Men-Honorary Degrees Conferred-Trustees and
Alumni Hold Annual Meetings.
WHEN two hundred forty-five (245) degrees were conferred upongraduates of the Classes of 1922 of the Howard University by
President J. Stanley Durkee at the Fifty-third Annual Commencement ex-
ercises held on the University Campus, Friday, June 9, 1922, a record was
made in the history of colleges of the United States devoted to educational
work among Colored people by having at one graduation exercise the
largest number of students to receive degrees in the Liberal Arts, Sci-
ence, Religion, Law, 'Medicine, Pharmacy, and Music. In addition to the
degrees in regular courses, honorary degrees were conferred upon Rev .
. Edmund Harrison Oxley, of 'Cincinnati, Ohio; Rev. James Luther Pinn,
and NIr. Herman Henry Bernard Meyer, of Washington, D. C. The Com-
mencement address was delivered by Dr. Edwin E. Slosson, of Washing-
ton, D. C.
The Commencement exercises were preceded by the academic proces-
sion which started from the steps of the Howard University Carnegie
Library at eleven o'clock A. M., led by the R. O. T. C. Band, which played
the processional march. The procession was headed by Dr. J. Stanley
Durkee, President; Dr. Emmett J. Scott, Secretary-Treasurer; Dr. Ed-
win E. Slosson, the Commencement Orator; the candidates for honorary
degrees; and included Trustees, Deans, Professors, members of the vari-
ous academic and professional faculties, graduates and alumni. The
course of the procession was from the steps of the Library to the Adrninis-
ti ation Building and down the long walk to the west end of the grounds
where an audience of visitors, friends and-relatives of the various gradu-
ates was assembled to witness the ceremonies. The brilliant colors of the
academic costumes flashing in the sun presented a fitting ceremonial
picture.
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM.
The invocation beginning the exercises was offered by the Reverend
William S. Abernethy, D. D., and was followed by an overture by the
R. O. T. C. Band, after which Dr~ Edwin E. Slosson, Editor of Science
Service, and contributing editor of the New Y O1'k Independent, delivered
the Commencement Address, choosing as his subject "Looking Backward
and Living Forward."
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MAN PLANS AHEAD.
··~Ian lives forward," Dr. Slosson said. "He alone has the power of
~ Ion. He plans for years; building for centuries in advance; sacri-
:::res himself for the benefit of generations to come. He alone has visions
oi a distant future, of a Utopia upon earth or of a city not made with
aand , eternal in the heavens.'!
"Xow, man is not peculiar in working for the future, but he is peculiar
. knowing that he is. The bee storing up honey in the comb for the days
when there shall be no more flowers, the bird making a nest for eggs yet
to be laid, they are obviously working for the future but it is not due to
eir own forethought. In the case of the instinct of insects and birds
l!Iere is apparently also prevision but it is not their own prevision. It
seems, then, that the world as a whole has this characteristic of prevision
which is characteristic of the highest human intelligence. That is, in the
world order man recognized something working that is akin to his own
:nind, but manifestly greater and more knowing and farther seeing; and
:0 this he gives the name of Providence, which means looking ahead.
This gift of prevision of foresight, which man in some degree possesses,
ha in all ages been recognized as the most divine of his faculties, for it is
most like the theological constitution of the cosmos. Because men 'have
till gift, they can set up for themselves goals in advance of their time,
higher ideals to be attained; and then strive for them consciously and
consecutively. That is to say, the motive power of human actions may
be set in the future instead of the past. VVe see a horse goes faster as it
is going homeward and we say that it is an intelligent horse; so it is. He
is not being driven, but led, and led by an unseen motive. That is a sign
oi intelligence, the sign of intelligence, in fact. You 'can judge the intelli-
ence of a man in the same way, by whether his motives are ahead or be-
hind. It is nobler to be moved by a pull than a push,"
OBJECTIVE OF EDUCATIO" Is TO CULTIVATE PROPHETIC POWERS.
"The true object of education is the cultivation of this faculty of pre-
vi ion. This College is a 'school of prophets' quite as much as that men-
tioned in the Bible. You have learned from your study of science to have
":aith in the validity of nature, in the constancy of law; you have been
taught in your historical studies what can be accomplished by human exer-
zion and how it could be undertaken. You should now be able to see the
come from the beginning. You are expected to be able to tell a current
:rom an eddy in the tide of the affairs of men. You should know how
- tell a fad from a reform. As a gardener knows the difference between
=eeds and flowers when the first cotyledons appear about the soil so you
- ould know the difference between profitable and detrimental social
movements as they spring up. You should be able to distinguish between
- ri ing statesman and a false =="
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"Your mathematics has been the science of the future. Physics has
taught you how things are going to act in the future, although it has told
you only how they have acted in the past. Astronomy has prediction for
its purpose; so has all science. Even the history you have studied, if you
have studied it rightly, is the history of the future, although it was dis-
guised in the form of history of the past." .
"You have been trained in the art of prognostication, although that name
may not appear on your credit cards. You have been taught how to pro-
ject a curve from the past into the future; how to extend a table by extra-
polation; how to read a map, how to explore an unknown country, how
to break new paths. Your teachers have tried to teach you to go where
they have never gone and to do things they have never done. Their fond-
est hope for you is that in after years you will look back with contempt,
not upon them, but upon their learning."
. DR. DURKEE'S CHARGE TO GRADUATES.
In conferring the degrees on the members of the graduating class of
1922, President Durkee said: "One sentence from the great address of
Dr. Slosson may well be chosen as your class motto, "It is nobler to be
moved by a pull than a push." The pull of the invisible is the greatest
attraction known to science or' to religion. Blessed are those who have
made their corinections and turned on the power. They are the con-
querors of the new age before that age appears. The transference of
that power is a mystery-will ever remain one. A young English poet,
whose death is another offering of this age to -the God of \I\Tar, voiced
it for us thus:
"I wonder how from attic seed
There grew an English tree;
How Swinburn took from Shelly's lips
The kiss of poetry."
"Longfellow said in his 'Hyperion' that there are secret passages be-
neath the feet of great men by means of which they pass to their com-
munion with the greater souls and greater forces of life. It has recently
been said in a most striking American way:
"Bite off more than you can chew-and chew it;
Plan out more than you can do-and do it;
Hitch your wagon to a star,
Keep your seat, and there you are."
"What does it mean? This: A worthy ideal possesses you-an ideal
for which you will pay any price, will go hungry and ragged, if necessary,
to attain; an ideal that is set far enough in the future so you cannot attain
to it until you come to the age where all you ask is that your ideal may
keep enlarging and receding as you advance. When you shall reach that
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_ with that enlarging, receding ideal, then you will begin to understand
:bat: old word of Scripture, 'He hath set eternity in their hearts.' Blessed
re hose students who know the esoteric meaning of the words."
SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS.
In the School of Liberal Arts, the following degrees were awarded:
B. Cum Laude, Zepaniah Alexander Looby; A. B., Norman Percival
_- drews, Harold E. Bledsoe, J aqueline Clarice Brooks, Louis Kelly
_:eek , Harlan Allen Carter, Herbert Luther Dudley, John James Erskine,
->.la.t-y Lorraine Europe, Julian Jamison Evans, Suzanne Yvonne Goin,
Acynthia Roberta Hamilton, Ernest Claybon Johnson, Rhea Eloise Jones,
- "illiam Lee Kean, Evelyn Annie Lightner, Lewis Kennedy McIvlillan,
~chard Samuel McGhee, 'William Stewart Maize, John Marshall Miles,
:::::.rnest Miller, Clyde Augusta Mobley, Aaron Hamlet Payne, Francis
_-el on Richardson, Fitzhugh Lee Styles, Elaine 'Whitney Tancil, Irma
Leona Timus, Theodore Orville 'Walker, Earl .A. Williams, William
?..azaiah 'Williams, Etta Lucile 'Williamson, Willia Mae Louise Finkley,
Alma DeLoache Holland, John C. Credille, Tomasine Corrothers.
B. S. Cum Laude, Marcelle Bernice Brown; B.' S., Earl Russell Alex-
ander, Eugene Thomas Alexander, 'Whittier Sinclair Atkinson, Leo Stan-
:cy Butler, Josephus Cornelius Carr, William Russell Chapman, George
Washington Davis, Emmason Dickerman Fuller, Leonard Hobson Bu-
chanan Foote, Edward Thomas Fredericks, Milton M. Glascoe, George
Linwood Henry, Louis Albert Ivey, Clarence Francis Holmes, Thomas
_ones Hopkins, J 1'., Earl Robinson Hyman, Clayton McKinley Jackson,
Howard Joseph Jackson, Frederick Douglass Johnson, Furman Madison
Jones, King Solomon Jones, Melford Byron Kimmey, Calvin Byrd Le-
Compte, James Anderson Long, Jr., Crurnrnell Howe McDonald, Marian
- ydney Mayo, Clarence Quinton Pair, Wilbur Eugene Pannell, Norman
Eugene Robinson, Claude Andrew Mythalen Riley, George Herbert Sern-
bly, Samuel Alexander Sidat Singh, Margaret Catherine Smith, Myra Lyle
Smith, Emerald Bibb Spencer, Tolly Bernard Spriggs, Thomas Anthony
~ evens, Robert Ambrose Thornton, Hubert McMayhon Embden, Luther
Alexander White, Charles Sumner Walker.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION.
In the School of Education the following received degrees:
A. B. Cum Laude, Beatrice Virginia Howell and Dorotha W. Jones;
_-\_ B., Othello Maria Harris; Elsie R. Hughes, Fannie Celeste Pettie,
julius T. Alphonso Smith, Rebecca B. Jones; B. S., Helen L. Seymour /
and Elfreth Taylor Washington.
SCHOOL OF ApPLIED SCIENCE.
In the School of Applied Science the following received degrees:
B. S. in Civil Engineering, William Irving Gough;' B. S. iri Home
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Economics, Mabel Irene Addison, Cassie Florence Bellinger, Ruth Eliza-
beth Buckingham, Jessie Lea Bullock, Harriette Des J ournette, Claudia
Mae Grant, Mabel Carrie Hawkins, Gladys Margaret Moran, Louise
Clark Unthank.
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE AND FINANCE.
In the School of Commerce and Finance the following were awarded
degrees:
B. S. in Commerce, \iVilliam Keenan Bell, Edward 'Weeks Browne,
Harold L. Kennedy, Cleveland L. Longmire, Luther Lee M ~ay, Milo
Cravath Murray, James A. Redd, Myrtle L. Tyler, Lawrence Clay 'Ware,
James Garland Wood, and J. \iVycliffe Keller.
SCHOOL OF RELIGION.
In the School of Religion the following degrees were awarded:
B. D., Lawrence L. .\iVilliams; Th. B., Donald Benjamin Barton, and
Millard Leander Breeding; Diplomas, James Abraham Hayward, Edward
Emanuel Johnson, and Richard 'Warner Rembert.
SCHOOL OF LAW.
In the School of Law the following received degrees:
LL. B., Magna Cum Laude, 'Walter Herbert Mazyck; LL. B., Cum
Laude, Frank Shelton Bledsoe" Oscar Cicero Brown, Campbell Carring-
ton Johnson, John Wesley Love, Herbert Franklin McGirt, Lillian Rosa
Skinker, Weaver Arvey Wood; LL. B., Fritz Winfred Alexander, Lewis
Kelly Beeks, Stephen S. Bluitt, Samuel Lloyd Brooks, Willie Hazel Blount,
Frank Davenport Calmore, Benjamin F. Campbell, William Bell Chand-
ler, Albert Louis Eagland, Robert Lee Evans, Thomas Martin Frey,
Harold Theodore Gassaway, Lloyd Miller Gibson, Harry Maceo Greene,
Tenola Edward Graves, Walter Robert Hill, Jr., Waymon Arthur Haynes,
Berry Herbert Hill, Jacob Bernard Johnson, Fleming Adolphus Jones,
J r., Jackson Conklin Jones, John Leroy Jordan, Laurence Edwin Knight,
Jr., Linwood Graves Koger, Eberle Everett Lane, Isaiah Lisemby, Edwin
Forest Lark, Duane Boswell Mason, Roger Quincy Mason, Samuel Dozier
Matthews, Zephyr Abigail Moore, Norman Leroy McGhee, Joseph Lin-
coln McLemore, Henry Hubert Neely, George' William Peterson, Gladys
Tignor Peterson, Fred Douglass Ramsey, Arthur Walter Ricks, Vernon
Cornelius Reddick, Sidney Franklin Robinson, John William Rowe, John
Wellman Smith, William Everett Smith, Horatio Cornelius Sykes, Rich-
ard Whitfield Tompkins, Gilbert James Waiters, Howard Robert Williams,
Charles Herman Wills.
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.
Degrees in Medicine:
M. D., Virgilio Rivera Aroma, William Leroy Berry, Thomas Jacob
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'TIl, George Slater Chaires, 'Walter Ivey Delph, William Henry Fos-
~- Thomas "Walford Georges, James Hairston Gunn, Clarence Cleman
- -.:-del, Charles Bartholomew Howard, Allen Francis Jackson, J r., Rich-
, Frank Jones, Thomas Abraham Lander, Melvin McKinley Lofton,
Alexander Luck, Arthur Charles Payne, Marshall Ellis Ross, Edgar
_...•..- snas, Arthur Conrad Thornhill, Ira Edward Warf , Luke Edon Will-
"'. Thomas Aaron Percival Wynter...
grees in Dentistry:
.J. D. S., Paul Henry Alexander, Eugene Miles Canday, George Andrew
- zham, John Chiles, Jr., Harvey Stanton Cowan, Howard Ardeneze
" .. Arnold Bennett Donowa, Lewis Hyman Fairclough, Benjamin
_~ Grant, Horace Irwin Taylor Hamlett, Albert Robinson Harris,
_ crvi William Hill, Raymond Lee Jackson, Roscoe Franklin Lee, E.
~amin McTeer, Andrew Vincent Morris, Edwina Mae Reeves; Charles
_-xhibald Roach, Field S. Russell, Taylor Segue, James H. Taylor, Gil-
- ~ewton Thomas, Alvin Geoverton Thornton, William Benjamin
-=-:-. Lionel M. Verdun, Vernon O. Wilkinson, Ferdinand DeLeon
:dams.
-" _ ees in Pharmacy:
:? c., Weax Elmo Armstrong, John Royal Boone, Maybelle Lenora
er, Albert J. Corom, William Luzerne Costen, George Walden Davis,
=-- ro Tavores dePinna, Katy Esther Gee, George Harold Gibson, Doug-
" .~. Henderson, L. Sherman Hughes, Eric P. Mason, Willa Belle
_-~ce, Phylip E. Pannell, Creed Winston Parker. Russell Hamilton'
. Joseph W. Stuart, Murvin Stanton Sumner, Rachel Lillian Wood-
GRADUATE COURSES.
ster of Arts, Grace Coleman and Irene Miller.
HONORARY DEGREES.
Doctor of Divinity, Edmund Harrison Oxley, and lames Luther Pinn;
r of Literature, Herman Henry Bernard Meyer.
~e following were named University Fellows for 1921-22:
.••..••••••..•.ua11, English; Mabel Theresa Coleman, English, and Irene
-ematics.
Grace
Miller,
--~ersity Scholars for 1922-23 are as follows: Mildred 1. Felton,
~ : Theodora Velma Fonteneau, Accounting; L. Captoria -Gwyn,
Q Economics; Wisner Henry Jackson, Finance; Lilla Lucile .Martin,
-=-~'- ; Eunice Edith Matthews, Sociology; William Jennings Newsom,
- . ; Gladys Warrington, Education; Marie Washington, Psychology;
Edward Wesson, Political Science; Charles Gilbert Williams, J r.,
- erman, and Leahe 'Mary Belle \i\T right, Mathematics.
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CO.\BnSSlON TO MEMBERS R. O. T. C.
The following members of the R. O. T. C. Unit at Howard University
received commissions as Second Lieutenants: J ulian Bernard Allen,
l+enjamin Bell, Alston Waters Burleigh, Leonard H. B. Foote, Julius
Meredith Gardner,' William Irving Gough, William B. Greene, Peyton
Randolph Higginbotham, King Solomon Jones, J. \tVycliffe Yeller, Crum-
well Hough McDonald, Joseph William Iicholson, Claude Andrew Riley,
George Herbert Sembly, A..rthur Hugh Simmons, Julius T. A.. Smith,
Charles S. Walker.
Announcement was made of the award of various prizes :0 the follow-
ing students:
The Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Prize of $10.DO to. the young woman
in the School of Liberal Arts graduated with the highest average scholar-
ship covering the four years of work at Howard University was awarded
to Miss Dorothea Jones.
The James M. Gregory Debating Prize for the best individual debater
in the trials for the University Debating Teams was awarded to Mr.
Edward A. Simmons.
In the School of Medicine, the Thomas C. Coates Prize in Obstetrics
was awarded to Mr. Allen Francis Jackson, Jr.; the Williston Prize in
Obstetrics, a pair of obstetrics forceps, was awarded to Mr. George
Slater Chaires; the Thomas Gordon Coates Prize in Gynecology was
awarded to Mr. George Slater Chaires; the E. C. Terry Prize in Physical
Diagnosis was awarded to Mr. Rudolph Fisher (first prize) and Miss
Lena F. Edwards (second prize): For the best examination in Surgery,
a copy of Stewart's Surgery was awarded to Mr. Allen Francis Jack-
son, Jr.
The following persons were announced as the successful candidates
for interneship in the Freedmen's Hospital: George Slater Chaires, Allen
Francis Jackson, Marshall. Ellis Ross, William Leroy Berry, Clarence
Cleman Hayden, Felix Butler, Luther O. Baumgartner.
In the School of Law, the Callaghan & Company prize of an Encyclo-
pediac Law Dictionary for the highest average scholarship covering the
three years of work in the Howard University School of Law was awarded
to Walter Herbert Mazyck.
ASSISTAI T SECRETARY OF ViAR PRESENTS COMMISSIONS TO CLASS OF 1922
OF TIn; R. O. T. C.
. Following the degree awards, the Assistant Secretary of War, 'Honora-
ble J. Mayhew \tVainwright, awarded commissions to seventeen members
of the R. O. T. C. composing the 1922 Class.
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== presenting the commissions to the members of the R. O. T. c., As-
ecretary Wainwright said:
--=nat 0 many have earned these commissions speaks well of the inter-
- exhibited by your student body in military training, and of the support
.rded by the authorities of this institution to this new element in the
......;=,,"·00 policy of the United States. It is particularly interesting to con-
~ that this is the first group of the young men of the colored race to
e earned this distinction."
FIRST MEMBERS OF R. O. T. C. TO COMPLETE COURSE.
"You are the first members of that corps who have completed the en-
~ course, and shown yourselves qualified and worthy to be entrusted
the responsibilities of reserve officers in the Army of the United
I, therefore, congratulate each one of you upon the receipt of
r.,mark of the confidence of your Government."
-=-HE annual meeting of the Board of Trustees of the Howard Univer-
~ was held Tuesday, June 6, in the Board Room of the Carnegie Li-
-:-y Building on the University Campus. The members of the Board
= Trustees are: Justice Stanton J. Peelle, President of the Board; Mr.
z.ron -Ailes, Justice George W. Atkinson, Justice Job Bernard, Dr.
rles R. Brown, Mr. Wolf Cobleigh, Mr. William V; Cox, Dr. M. O.
5, Dr. J. Stanley Durkee, Dr. Francis J. Grimke, Dr. Albert Bush-
Hart, Mr. Andrew F. Hilyer, Bishop John Hurst, Dr. Thomas Jesse
-, Dr. J. E. Moorland, Mr. James C Napier, Dr. U. G. B. Pierce,
~~o Charles B. Purvis, Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, Mr. Cuno H. Ru-
- _h, General John H. Sherburne, Dr. William A. Sinclair, Dr. J. H. N.
- ring,. and Dr. Marcus F. Wheatland.
-:=befirst session of the Board of Trustees was devoted to the hearing
discussing of the annual reports of Dr. J. Stanley Durkee, the Pres i-
-~ of the University, and Dr. Emmett J. Scott, the Secretary-Treasurer.
the report of Dr. Durkee information was secured by the Trus-
relating to the progress which the Howard University is making
academic and professional schools. The report gave an outline of
-= activities of the Schools of Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, Religion,
Law, and also called attention to the significance of Howard Uni-
-=Lo'S acceptance on the approved list of "The Colleges and Prepara-
--=- chools of the Middle States and Maryland." Dr. Durkee also an-
ed that registration with the Board of Regents of the State of New
_ r.: has been secured for the Howard University Dental School.= ae report of Dr. Scott, the Secretary- Treasurer, was an exhaustive
"0 and analysis of the financial problems and business activities of the
rd University. It gave to the Trustees detailed information relative
-:::e u e of all funds which had been expended for the fiscal year and
DIDized statement of -the income to the University from all sources.
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Dr, Scott revealed that the University's budget expenditure for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1922, will amount to $564.763.00. A full report was
made of all repairs and improvements to the buildings and grounds of the
University, the sum of $32,500.00 having been spent .during the past year
for this purpose. The report set forth the efforts which the University
administration has made in the interest of larger appropriations for the
Howard University by the Congress of the United States. Mention was
also made of the co-operation which has been given the Howard Univer-
sity by the Fine Arts Commission, the Department of the Interior, and
the War Department of the United States.
Following the first session of the Board of Trustees, exercises in con-
nection with the laying of the cornerstone and dedication of the new
Dining Hall. Building were held. The exercises were presided over by
Justice Stanton J. Peelle, the Chairman of the Board of Trustees, and
included special selections of music by the Howard University R. O. T. C.
Band. A short address, "The History of the Gaining of Appropriation
and Erecting the Building," was made by Dr. Emmett J. Scott, theSecre-
tary- Treasurer. Presentation was made of the Architects of the Building,
Mr. William A. Hazel and Mr. Albert Irwin Cassell. The laying of the
cornerstone' by Justice Peelle was a very impressive ceremony. Other
numbers on the program were the trumpet solo, "Calvary," by Mr. Dean
Demas; and the prayer of Dedication by Dr. James E. Moorland, an alum-
nus of the University and a member of the Board of Trustees, and the
singing of the "Alma Mater."
VARIOUS OTHER EVENTS.
On Monday evening, the Seniors of the College held Class Day in the
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel on the University Campus.
Tuesday evening was devoted to the public exercises of the Senior
Class of the School of Law held in the Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel
on the University Campus. The program for the exercises included an
address by Justice Fenton W. Booth, Dean of the School of Law, who
was introduced by Attorney Charles S. Shreve, Professor of Real Prop-
erty, and words of advice were given to the Seniors by Attorney James
A. Cobb, Professor of Constitutional Law. The other numbers on the
program rendered by members of the Senior Class included the Class
History, Challenge, Oration, Prophecy, and Poem.
The Annual Senior Prom was held in Spaulding Hall, on the University
Campus, Wednesday evening, June 7th.
Thursday, June 8th, was observed as "Alumni Day." Many classes held
reunions, dinners, and other get-together programs. The alumni were
entertained at 2 P. M., on Thursday by the R. O. T. C. in an exhibition
drill followed by a Battalion Parade with Band on the Campus. The
annual business meeting and conference of the Theological Alumni was
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.: ', three o'clock in the assembly hall of the Carnegie Library Building.
ee o'clock the Class of 1D20 held its first reunion luncheon in the
Dining Hall Building at which the President of the University was
c- - of honor. From four-to five-thirty P. M., on Thursday, President
- 11rs. Durkee were "At Home" to alumni and friends of the Univer-
- .: : At 6 :30, in the evening, a supper was given in the New Dining Hal!
ding by the Class of 1917.
ANNUAL GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEETING HELD.
Thursday evening, June 8th, the National Alumni Association of
- = Howard University held a business meeting in the Andrew Rankin
- orial Chapel at which officers were elected, Attorney Isaac H. Nutter,
== Atlantic City, N. J., being re-elected to the Presidency 'of the Associa- ~
The annual Alumni Address was delivered by Attorney]. Thomas
_-em;ome, of Newport News, Virginia,
HOWARD PLAYERS IN "DANSE CALINDA."
The "Danse Calinda," a pantomime with folk-music by Ridgeley Tor-
e, was presented by the Howard Players on the University Campus
.= Thursday evening. This wordless drama pictured effectively the life
-= the Creoles in New Orleans during the early forties. Folk dances in
Place Congo, arranged by Ottie Graham, and special music character-
- ic of the Creoles, arranged by Professor Wesley Howard, were features
== the play. The dancing of Leronia Badham, Margaret- Lawrence, Mari-
-sta Reid, and Bernard Walton, was of special merit. The costumes
_ scenery-the work of the Players, themselves-did much to make the
~uction artistic. The pantomime was preceded by "Aria da Cappa,"
__ Edna St. Vincent Millay, in which the work of Alston Burleigh, Hor-
cott, and Kathleen Hilyer was noteworthy. The plays were under
~e direction of Prof. Montgomery Gregory and Mrs. Marie Moore For-
est of the Department of Dramatic Arts of the Howard University.
COMMENCEMENT DINNER CHRISTENS NEW DINING HALL.
Following the Commencement Exercises Friday afternoon, the graduat-
=-••. classes of 1922, who were the guests of the University, alumni and
:':iends of the University, were conducted to the new $201,000 Dining
Hall, just completed, for the Commencement Dinner, which was the
ristening meal in the commodious and well appointed hall. The Com- .
zaencement Dinner was interspersed with songs and yells of Howard and
sic by the R. O. T. C. Band. Fully seven hundred graduates and
:...'ends were served at the dinner.
In the evening of Commencement Day, the Class of 1919 held its "Get-
ether" danse in the Spaulding Hall on the University Campus, and a
quet was given by the Class of 1912 in the New Dining Hall.
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GROUNDS BEAUTIFIED.
During the week, the grounds 01 the University were beautifully dec-
orated with flags and lanterns overhanging the shaded roadways leading
about the Campus from the entrances to the various buildings whose
openings, too, were bedecked with flags bespeaking welcome as did the
illuminated "Welcome" which greeted everyone as they came upon the
Campus. Added life entered every event by the presence of the large
number of alumni and friends of Howard University who joined in
making the Commencement Season pleasant for all. Music was furnished
for the various occasions of the week by the R O. T. C. Band, which
also gave daily concerts from Monday to Friday under the direction of
Mr. Dorey Rhodes.
'the afternoon session of the Board of Trustees convened at two o'clock,
at which time various recommendations were made. The budget for next
year was approved, also the report of the Buildings and Grounds Com-
mittee recommending that $42,500.00 be spent alone for repairs to build-
ings and improvement of grounds. The major improvement will be the
alteration of the Howard University School of Law Building, 420 Fifth
Street. The other improvements are designed to add to the greater com-
fort of the student body.
A plan looking to larger co-operation of the alumni of the University
was alsoapproved.
SPECIAL VOTE OF CONFIDENCE GIVEN TO ADMINISTRATION.
The Board of Trustees of the Howard University passed the following
resolution:
"Inasmuch as the past year has been marked by very substantial
progress in the life of Howard University as indicated in the erection of
a splendid New Dining Hall Building at a cost of $200,000; in the regis-
tration of its Dental School in the A grade Dental Schools by the Board
of Regents of the State of New York; in the acceptance of Howard U ni-
versity on the approved list of the Colleges and Preparatory Schools of
the Middle States and Maryland ; in the high quality of work dCne in the
various departments, and in other respects;
"Be it Resolved, That the Board of Trustees of the Howard University
hereby expresses its hearty confidence in and its cordial approval of the
energy, the sound judgment, and the administrative efficiency of the Presi-
dent and the other administrative officers in the conduct of the life of the
institution.
"Be it further Resolved, That the students, teachers and alumni of the
University are cordially invited at any time to confer with the University
authorities on matters pertaining to its welfare on the basis of mutual
interest."
This positive and affirmative expression on the part of the Board of
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rzsrees was unanimously adopted. It signalizes the decision ot the
ard of Trustees to give to the administration officers of the University
ified co-operation and support.
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BUSINESS EDUCATION FOR COLORED YOUTH.
G. DAVID HOUSTON,
Head of the Department of Business Practice, Public Schools, Washington, D. C.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. G. D. Houston was formerly at the head of the Department
of English at Howard University and Managing Editor of the RECORD.
lIT E are living in the greatest commercial era of the world's history. At
l''' last, the American Negra has caught the true spirit of the age, and
is manifesting an enthusiasm that is winning merited attention and corre-
spending praise. Once the Negra's venture into business was seldom and
uncertain. Today, Negro business has expanded beyond the experimental
stage and has become an economic necessity. In many notable instances,
the colored business man has not enjayed the benefit of a protracted school-
ing; but the erroneous conclusion must not be drawn that the lack of a
schooling is the best preparation far a business career. Even genius can
be imp raved by -education. In no. period of the Negra's education has
there been a mare evident need of training in business. Like the lawyer.
the doctor, and the teacher, the business man should have a solid educa-
tion, and, in addition, the special knowledge which fits him far his vocation.
During the last quarter of a century, the Negra secondary school has
made laudable progress in academic, industrial, and agricultural education,
but has been strangely silent an commercial education. N at even the
Bureau of Education., in its voluminous compilations bearing an Negra
education, has ventured a recommendation an commercial training for
colored youth. Considerable stress is properly laid upon the Negra's
health, honesty, labor, and thrift, in order to. make him a good workman,
but not a ward an the training that might fit him far a commercial career.
A diligent search through the curricula of the vario us public and pri-
vate institutions far colored youth fails to. reveal one outstanding busi-
ness high school. In many instances, there are business courses, or busi-
ness departments, set up as adjuncts to. larger organizations ; but there is
no. school with a pedagagical individuality like that of reputable academic,
manual training, and industrial high schools. Negra secondary schools
are stressing the college-preparatory, teacher-training, and industrial
courses, with a tauch here and there of same commercial subject-s-book-
keeping, typewriting, or stenography. While, however, the colored insti-
tutions are thus neglecting the training far business, the white schools in
progressive communities are laying a firm commercial fa~atian far
their youth. A study of sixteen of the mast progressive school systems
in America shows that mare maney is being invested in commercial educa-
tion than in any ather type of secondary education, A few years ago., "the
city of Boston spent $700,000, aut of an appropriation of $5,000,000, an
commercial education. Other large cities have approached this propor-
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oreover, cities like New York, Brooklyn, Cleveland, Boston, and
:?:cmcisco have erected model structures for their commercial high
uch cities have come to realize that commercial education can
r" -e more thorough in an independent establishment than in a larger
-- - which it necessarily becomes a side issue .
. p a decade ago one might have appreciated a reason for the
-~=~ indifference to the Negro business high school project. At that
- ere may not have been a clear and unmistakable need for such an
::S::=:lDOll. In order to succeed, any business high school must have a
connection with business. The business high school that essays
re the constructive criticisms and sympathetic guidance of the
- ~- men is headed for the rocks. Until the present era, the smatter-
rk of the so-called business course had no real objective, f1:0111the
-=;x>intof the business man. As a result, the school and the shop were
.••..••~"- •.cu. The school neither knew nor cared to know what the business
"'rnllted; and the business man, in turn, looked upon the school as a
~Cl.1joke in so far as the so-called "business" courses had any real
In some instances, the business man himself did not exactly know
e wanted the business courses to do for him. He insisted upon
--"-·=-=-_T" integrity, and good manners, but these qualities are not peculiar
_ - siness training. Any type of school might develop these .
.- _ . , the only recognized function of the business courses was to
__ :or clerical positions. The sole aim was to train typists and stenog-
_ cers, An insatiable desire seized students of inferior scholarship to
~ how to manipulate the typewriter and take dictation. No serious
t was taken of the student's knowledge of English grammar, spell-
and punctuation.· Apparently, all that was thought necessary was
ledge of the keyboard and of the outlines. For this reason, the
-.::2!!ed "commercial course," "commercial teacher," and sundry other
ercial" titles fell into disfavor and became terms of reproach. The
- embarrassing handicap which a real business high school for colored
• will have to overcome, in the light of its predecessor's career, is the
=::E:;,~.t}-for justifying its right to exist.
-. z.; just as well to pause at this stage of our discussion to explain ex-
=- what types of business training for colored youth should be given.
commercial openings for colored youth are the only dependable guides
- matter like this. It is mere folly to train a student to become all
in some branch of business for which there is not the remotest
::J:::::~for him. At present, colored business is· calling loudly for com-
clerks and for aspiring men and women who know how to establish
duct businesses of their own. Never has the business world been
zzzractive to men and women of color. It follows, then, that a service-
= t.·ah school for colored youth should offer two distinct courses-one
-=- sr to deftness in office pr~ctice; the other leading to skill in actual :
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business. The business courses, as we have known them, have made some
progress in the former type; but thus far no serious attempt has been
made to teach our boys and girls actual business. 'vVe are prone to the
belief that typewriting, shorthand, and bookkeeping are the fundamentals
of a course in business practice.
For obvious reasons, these clerical subjects should not be neglected in a
business high school for colored youth. Many of the products of such an
institution will be compelled to depend upon these clerical subjects. No
attempt, therefore, will be made to minimize their importance. Rather,
some suggestions will be offered to improve their efficiency. But what
the colored youth needs most is a thorough grounding in business princi-
ples and some opportunity to serve as an apprentice under successful
Negro business men.
As the function of this limited discussion is to stress the second type
of business education, only passing notice will be given to the clerical type.
Clerical courses, as now offered throughout the country, generally attract-
pupils of inferior scholarship, especially during the pioneer period of the
school. Any new type of school is sure to attract, at first, those who have
not succeeded in the older types. But aside from this consideration- busi-
ness courses have made the mistake of neglecting fundamentals. The
backbone of an efficient clerical course is, strangely enough, practical
English. To be of any real service to an office, a clerk must be accurate,
skillful, and rapid in the processes in which he finds a business opening;
and that business opening is sure to require a correct and intelIigible use
of practical English. Technique in typewriting and stenography is highly
desirable, but unless such technique is accompanied by a working knowl-
edge of speIling, grammar, punctuation, and the like, it can perform no
real function. Likewise, the elementary processes of arithmetic, such as
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, must be mastered by
the prospective clerk. Students must be driIled in these fundamentals,
and the course -of study must be modernized to meet the actual conditions
of Negro business men. For example, the most prevalent businesses of
colored merchants are coal, wood, and ice; groceries and provisions;
insurance; banking; moving-picture theatres; etc. The course in book-
keeping, therefore, should be made purposeful by training the student how
to keep books for the businesses that are likely to employ him. At present,
the student uses textbooks primarily arranged to train accountants for big
wholesale houses. In brief, the clerical courses should be made more
efficient and purposeful.
The kind of business education to which the Negro youth's attention
should be turned is salesmanship-training in buying and seIling, skiIl
in establishing and successfully operating real business. Colored boys
and girls ought to be inspired to enter business. The school should give
them as thorough training, as school faciIitieswilI aIlow, in business prac-
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Business education for colored youth thus far has been reduced to
_ area too restricted. At best, it has aimed merely to prepare for a job
- - the individual might fit into economic society. No serious attempt has
made to teach him real business under the guidance of successful
_ red business men. In fact, colored business has clone very little until
to encourage school courses in business practice. For this reason,
courses as have enjoyed the name of "business" have been hardly
re than school enterprises leading only to clerical positions.
The starting point of this new type of business education for colored
is with the study of Negro business. It is mere folly to attempt
- develop an efficient course of -study without the guidance, co-operation,
ympathy of Negro enterprises. Efficient business courses are possi-
.:_e only when properly guided. Not even the faculty can properly ap-
_ . e a course of study in business practice. The worth of the couqe
--s be evaluated in terms of the business men's honest and constructive
:"':cisms. A business high school for colored youth and the colored busi-
->:.2- men must be on the most intimate terms of acquaintance. The school
-e.: teach related theory and such aspects of business as may be organized
courses of study; but the business men must guide and advise the
~chers and offer their establishments as workshops for practical ex-
- _ence.
_~ the colored youth is to be trained in this type of business education,
e arrangement must be made to tie the school up with actual Negro
--" ess. The business men must share in formulating standar ds-e-educa-
~, technical, and personal. They should give frequent talks to both
ers and students, furnish part-time experience for prospective gradu-
and assist in training and establishing these embryonic merchants.
uch a suggestion would have sounded like a ludicrous theory, for
was a time when the colored business man would not brook the pres-
of an apprentice in his establishment; but a new day has dawned.
y-, the Negro business man welcomes the opportunity to give a helping
to the youth who is in dead earnest for a business career. He is
willing to give scholarships and establish chairs in business practice
- e ~ egro institutions of higher learning.
=- i only through part-time and co-operative plans that success in busi-
- education can be guaranteed, by judging, checking, and improving the
~ - of students looking forward 1:0 a career in business. Guidance,
ent, and follow-up work are the outstanding features of this new
~ of instruction. Such business education for colored youth must
croo::ed primarily from the objective conditions of business opportunities
.: -:10m the legitimate aspirations of the student himself. Only sec-
• rily should such education take its shape from what is felicitously
- ~ "school necessities," The f.orm and content of such an education
d be drawn from actual business itself. The school faculty must
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still control the pedagogical methods to present the various subjects; but
the business men must playa more active part in suggesting the content
of these subjects.
Such is an abbreviated sketch of this new type of business education
for which the colored business men are calling. Its opportunities are
limitless. Its realization will come through the breaking away from
many time-honored conventions and through the co-operative and sym-
pathetic aid of the Negro business men. In every aspect, this type of
business education will become vocational, with service as .its ideal.
I
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IS SOCIAL WORK A PROFESSION?
T. R. DAVIS,
Instructorin Sociology, Philander Smith College.
S EDITOR'S Non: Professor T. R. Davis is a graduate of the College of Arts and= iences, Howard University, Class of 1914.
EYERAL facts lend immediate interest to the question, Is social
work a profession? Social work is significant in development and
- ent; the value of the work as a profession is seen; and recent discus-
~ D of the question is not sure. Clear it is that an occupation of high
ducational attributes may be called a profession when it is not and may
t, when it is. No doubt a number of the professions have passed
. rough this stage of uncertainty. Medicine has not been a long time out
: it. However, when an occupation is a profession, it has earmarks
ich aid in making itself known.
Lpon considering occupations and professions from the standpoint of
. - rpose" and "field," we get only to a common meeting ground probably
: all mere occupations and professions.' Social work, medicine and law
ch includes in its purpose and field individual and social amelioration
d human behavior. For this reason they are not necessarily robbed of
=: of their reality, but are aided by an effective partnership." More and
e the occupations which are professions are extending themselves.
=---'s is inescapable as well as desirable. An argument, therefore, that
= ial work falls short of a profession because of the lack of definiteness
=- purpose and field may prove misleading.
The consideration of social work from the standpoint of definiteness
z problem comes nearer to objectivity in establishing whether or not the
pation is a profession. The problem of social work is clearly distinct
that of medicine and law. Porter R. Lee says: "Social work is
snecific and can not be done by any other science."! Evidently he speaks
re from the vantage ground of problem. The problem of social work
- part and parcel of that of sociology, dealing primarily with "the forms
processes of groups.:" Vve may observe from the standpoint of
blern a 'similar relation to that of medicine and chemistry, engineering
physics, and teaching and psychology. vVe may say the doctor is a
. t, the engineer is a physicist and the teacher is a psychologist. Each
~ the former makes use principally of the latter. When sociology is
utably a science, sociological developments will show that social
exner does this. Flexner, Abraham, Proceedings Tat. Conf. Char. and Cor.,
--~ pp. 579 and 584.
% Cabot, Richard c., The Meeting-ground of Doctor and Social Worker, Survey 42,
-Lee. Porter R., The Professional Basis of Social Work, Proceedings Nat. Conf.
_and Cor., 1915, p. 612.
Small, Albion W., Fifty Years of Sociology in the U. S., Am. JI. of Sociology,
25.
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work, whose emphasis is on social technology, is a profession meeting all
requirements. As to definiteness of problem, therefore, a more objective
criterion by which to judge the claim of social work, it is reasonably very
near a profession.
However, an examination of the claim that social work is a profession
may be made from a still more objective point of view. Elements of
"liberal education" constitute the chief earmarks of occupation which i
professional." Whether or not social work can ever become a profession
is evidently outside of consideration." Observing that it is inseparably
bound up with sociology, whose admittance to sciencehood is now upon u ,
precludes this question. Just wherein, then, is social work lacking in ele-
ments of "liberal education"? Although stated generally and seemingly
loosely, the following statement concerning a profession is true: "Activi-
ties involved are essentially intellectual in character. * * * A free
resourceful, and unhampered intelligence applied to problems and seeking
to understand and master them-that is in the first instance characteristic
of a profession."? While social work does not fail as absolutely as is
intimated in the above statement, the occupation fails tentatively.
As yet, there is no settled uniformity in system of instruction 'for social
work. This may be observed from the content of courses offered. A
course of the same name in physiology at Cornell Medical College is prac-
tically the same as that at Rush or Northwestern. This is true practically
of all the courses on the medical curriculum. The same may be said with
respect to the courses offered by the law schools. In social work, how-
ever, although significant success has been achieved, this uniformity in
courses has not yet been reached." Columbia University, the New York
School of Civics and Philanthropy, and the University of Chicago School
of Social Service Administration offer courses in methods of social inves-
tigation, but they are not sufficiently similar. These courses should be
very much the same not only in schools of this country, but also in those
of other countries. D The terminology used by social work displays the
absence of necessary uniformity. "Social technology," "social pathology,"
"social statistics," "social clinics," "social treatment," "social inspection,"
• A profession is "an occupation that properly involves a liberal education or its
. equivalent, and mental rather than manual." The New Standard Dictionary.
o Flexner seems to think it can not. Proceedings Nat. Conf. Char. and Cor., 1915,
p. 584.
1Flexner, supra, p. 577.
• Frankfurter, Felix., Social Work and Prof. Tr., Nat. Conf. Char. and Cor., 191:'i,
p. 612; Mangold, G. B., ibid., p. 613.
'Mulon, Clothilde, Social Work as a Science, Stlrvey, 42, p. 611.
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--eld work," "case work," etc., are terms which should both have uniform
~ning and be of reputable use.
The technology of social work is not fully satisfactory notwithstanding
recent and rapid development." Take the social survey. 'Widespread
nniformity as to its use as social treatment has not fully appeared. That
me survey may gain some of its telesis in the process of making it is not
completely recognized; it is only considered as bringing social results
after it has been made and presented. Case work, too, is yet cornpara-
tively new and hardly looked upon as possessing uniformity as an attri-
bute. Again, social agencies of similar type have not adopted uniform
systems dealing with reports, relief records, tabulation sheets and et cetera.
Other phases of the technology of social work show equally this deficiency
in uniformity.
Another feature which hampers social work in its steady advance into
the galaxy of professions is limited and curbed opportunity of practical
study. Just as the medical student is required to do clinical work, the
student in social work should be required to do practical work The
hospital in connection with the medical school makes possible this oppor-
tunity for the medical student. The tendency is that the social agencies
of the city do the same for the students of social work. It is held that the
"social clinic or agency and the school interlock"" But as yet this oppor-
tunity of social clinic is not sufficiently ample. In addition to this is the
question of freedom in pursuit of the principles of social work and so-
ciology in general. Fields of study which would actually yield valuable
and necessary principles are even yet tabooed by individual and public.
The social worker, the sociological, the social scientist, must be given even
further freedom in social study. Divorce, prostitution, crime, vaga-
bondage, delinquency and the other pathological social conditions must
be studied at the closest possible range. This is what has made medicine
the valid science and epoch-making profession that it is. Unhampered
study is still needed by social work
Social work falls short of a profession in other ways. Although we
have a coterie of social workers, pre-eminently meritorious of the appella-
tion, professional social workers, the complaint is still feasible that there
is not a sufficient number of trained workers available and in the occupa-
tion.'? One of the directors of the Chicago School of Civics and Philan-
thropy considered the need of trained workers as the "greatest hin-
10 "We have laid the foundation of a technique." Lee Porter R., supra.
11Abbott, Edith, Proceedings Nat. Conf. Char. and Cor.,. 1915, p. 616. Another
opinion is that a "school of applied social science" should be in connection with the
university. Frankfurter, svpro,
1.2 Frankfurter, supra, 613; Flexner, S~IPra,p. 584.
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drance.":" Again, the few professional schools for social work have just
begun contemplating respectful requirements for entrance and in extent
and character of work to be done by the student. "Training for social
work needs to be made more of an intellectual discipline, both as to means
of securing efficient graduates as well as to act as a safeguard against the
narrowing, the deadening tendency of too much emphasis on the side of
information and practice of mere technique.Y'"
Six years ago it was said that the profession of social work belongs to
the future ;15 today the same may be said with the adjective, near, modi-
fying future.
}3 Abbott, supra, p. 616.
"Chapin, F. Stuart, Some Principles That Should Govern Training for Social
Work, Survey, 42, p. 105.
15 Abbott, supra, p. 621.
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ALUMNI NOTES.
JUDGINGfrom the comments received from alumni in all parts of the country the
plan which was successfully carried out in this column during the past year met
'ith their approval. We endeavored in each issue of the Record to feature the
alumni from some particular. center. Through the hearty cooperation of interested
alumni in these c1enters we were able to present more copious and we hope inter-
esting notes than ever before. It should be perfectly obvious to those who enjoy
seeing these notes and learning of the location and activities of their college
acquaintances that this information can come only from the alumni themselves.
In other words, the vitality of this. section of the Record depends upon the willing-
ness of the alumni to send in their matter for publication. The Howard people are
-0 widely scattered that we can easily publish matter from every section of the
country and they are so wide-awake that there should be plenty to talk about.
During the past year you received an example every month of what the alumni
themselves can do, for practically everything published in this column came directly
irom the hands of alumni in the cities mentioned. We urge that the good work be
cept up. Write up in newspaper form, according to the models already set, batches
of notes concerning alumni in your city or your section. It may not seem of much
interest to you because you know all about it, but it wiII be of great interest to
many alumni who used to know you ten or twenty years ago, who have lost track
of you since that time. We open this year with a series of notes' from the Greater
Kansas City group. The alumni organization of that community is one of the oldest
and best organized in the country. V.,Tepresent herewith a sketch of the founder of
hat organization, Attorney Knox, and wish to acknowledge. our indebtedness to one
oi its most enthusiastic members, Miss Beulah E. Burke, for the notes which follow.
AMONGthe active and loyal Howardites in the great Middle West who have dis-
tinguished themselves, both in their professions and as useful citizens, none stand
higher than Attorney L. Amasa Knox of Kansas City, Mo., who was graduated
irom the School of Law in 1898 and shortly thereafter selected Kansas City as the
field of his endeavor. Starting at the bottom he labored courageously and untiringly
in his profession and succeeded in winning for himself an enviable position at the
bar. In his efforts as a lawyer, however, he did not lose himself as a citizen for
he engaged actively in the civic problems, lending his strength and his influence in all
zener al uplift movements and thus formed lasting ties of friendship and won a repu-
tation for sterling citizenship.
Attorney Knox has met with wonderful financial success in his practice but this
must be counted as of minor importance when considered in connection with what he
has done to help others. He has encouraged young lawyers to settle in Kansas City
and has always been willing to give them encouragement and advice until they are
able to establish themselves. Several young lawyers from Howard have been given
2Il opportunity to gain their initial experience by practicing in his office. Such service
cannot be overestimated for it is the friendly hand of welcome to the stranger and
the warm word of encouragement to the beginner when the road is rough and the
"World is cold that count most.
The alumni association of Greater Kansas City owes its organization to this loyal
Howardite. He has always taken the position that the alumni of the University
constitutes its most valuable asset because it can be of invaluable service to Alma
Yater. Realizing, however, that without organization nothing worth while could
be accomplished, he organized tl1(~Kansas City chapter and was its president for a
considerable period. The present flourishing condition of the Kansas City chapter
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owes much to the devotion' and the energetic enthusiasm of its first president The
Kansas City branch is now a live association fostering the Howard Spirit and the
Howard ideals and inspiring the youth of the community to greater achievement
'92 In 1892 DR, S, H" THOMPSON, after receiving his M, A. from Howard de-
cided to cast his lot in a section that was practically new, He therefore went
westward and settled in Kansas City, Kansas, 'He was a pioneer in his work
but soon gained the confidence of the people, Not being satisfied with his per-
sonal gain and recognizing the need of hospital aid for the needy, he was instru-
mental in founding Douglass Hospital, the only institution of its kind in Kan-
sas City for colored people. The doctor is greatly interested in the Civic
League of 'Wyandotte County, He is an active member in the Kansas Medi-
cal Society and is also a member of the American Medical Association and of
the Inter-racial Committee,
'98 DR, T, C. UNTHANK, School of Medicine, has been practicing medicine in
this city for several years, He has done splendid work at the City HospitaL
Through him many Howard graduates have received interneships here. His
daughter, Miss Louise C. Unthank, received her degree from the University
last June.
'04 MR. J. H. BLUFORDis the teacher of Chemistry in Lincoln High School, Kan-
sas City, Mo. Mr. Bluford was for many years the head of the Department of
Chemistry at the A. & M. College of Greensboro, N. C.
'04 DR. S. E. JOHNSON, Pharmacy, has a beautiful and up-to-date drug store on
East 12th Street, Kansas City, Mo. He employs two shifts of clerks. Pre-
scriptions are his specialty, while sundries of every kind are to be found in the
attractive cases.
DR. O. D, PYLES, School of Dentistry, has very attractive offices on East 18th
Street, Kansas City, Mo. He has been in the city but a short time, yet he re-
ports a very promising business.
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Among others who are administcring to the needs of the people of Greater
-=-;;~sa- City areDr. Gideon Brown, Dr. T. C. Brown, Dr. \V. D. Bruce, Med-
e 1910.
\V. J. THOMPl'lNS.- School of Medicine, is a practicing physician 111 Kan-
X5 City, Mo. He is in charge of the Old City Hospital.
DR. THOMAS] ONES. School of Medicine, came to Kansas City, Mo., III 1010.
~e bas attractive and well equipped offices on East 12th St. His specialty is
=esthesia. He is on the staff of both Wheatley Provident Hospital and the
City Hospital. He is medical examiner of the Pythians,
DR. C. A. MURRAY KA::\E, School of Medicine, is one of the prominent
_• ysicians of Kansas City, Mo. He has served as president of the Medical As-
sociation for several years.
:llISS BEULAH E. BURKE teaches Domestic Art in Sumner High School, Kan-
525 City, Kansas.
)'1R. J: O. MORRISO::\,Teachers College, has been employed as an English
teacher in Lincoln High School, Kansas City. Mo., for the last three years,
:llR. HENLEY Cox is principal of Wendell Phillips School, Kansas City, Mo.
:=Ie is also a graduate student at Columbia University and a candidate for the
degree of Master of Arts.
)'1R. GEORGEH. MOWERAY, Teachers College, is teaching Manual Training in
Sumner High School, Kansas City, Kansas.
Mrss FLOSSIEBASS is a teacher in the public schools of Kansas City, Kansas.
:MISS HAZEL THOMAS is employed in the grade schools of Kansas City,
~ansas.
:MISS GRACEHILL is an English teacher in Lincoln High School, Kansas
City, Mo.
DR. SEYMOURHILL, an enterprising young dentist of Kansas City, Mo., is
dental examiner for the open-air schools. Besides his dental work he finds
time to encourage athletics among the young folks. He is coach for two bas-
ket-ball teams.
MISS CARRIELONG accepted work this year in the grade schools of Kansas
City, Mo.
MISS FRANCESCARPENTERis teaching Domestic Science in the grade schools
of Kansas City, Mo.
:YrR.T, M.•DENT is completing his second year as an instructor in French in
Lincoln High School, Kansas City, Mo.
MISS BEATRICEV. HOWELL, '22 (Cum Laude), and Dr. L. W. Turner, '21,
were happily married August 30, 1922, at New Haven, Conn. Dr. Turner is
making Surgery a specialty. He has been recently appointed attending surgeon
to the Staff of the General Hospital, Kansas City, Missouri. They are at home
o their friends at 2313 Tracy Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
MRS. SALLIE DIBBLE from the Nurse Trainmg Department is doing splendid
work as a social worker. She is a very prominent member of the Provident
Association. This organization does a great deal of relief work.
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THE PASSING OF AN ALUMNA.
HOWARD U);]VaRSITY bids far/ewell to one of her noblest and fairest daughters,
TaJita Burnside Lord of the Teachers College, Class of H!1S, who departed this life
Wednesday, October 4, 1922.
Talita Burnside was a native of Baltimore and a product of the Baltimore High
School from which she graduated in 1913, and came to Howard University. Full
of enthusiasm, ambition, and personality, this daughter of Howard plunged into the
activities of school life, scattering sunshine and love among those who touched her
in joy and sorrow. She was beloved by all who knew her, because behind that smiling
countenance was a broad sympathetic soul that knew no discrimination nor hatred.
Kind and sympathetic as she was in nature, true to the ideals of the Old White
and Blue, she never lost an opportunity to rally to the call of her Alma Mater. She
was a member of the Alpha Chapter of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, and many
other student organizations while at Howard University; and as an alumna and
member of the Local Alumni Association, was active in all endeavors that labored for
the best ideals of her Alma Mater.
She was the wife of Dr. Guy Lord, also an alumnus of Toward University, who
died suddenly last January 13, 1922, in the Panama Canal Zone. When she returned
to her home in this city, May, 1922, she became a victim to appendicitis from which
she never recovered, but passed into the Beyond.
Peace be unto her; for she goeth to the Land of Bright Blue Skies and Snow-white
Hills
To join that number for whom one day the Blue and White did wave on earth, but
now waves in Heaven.
EMMA S. ROSE,
School of Education, Howard University.
MR. Uzzrxrr MINaR, Academy 1914, Arts and Sciences 1918. Just before going
to press we learned of the death of Mr. Uzziah Miner in New Haven, Connecticut,
on October 5th. Mr. Miner will be remembered hy those who were in touch with the
University from 1912-1918 as a young man of unusual energy and initiative. After
leaving school he was in the government service for a while, during which time he
wrote several articles which attracted attention. During this period he was also a
student in the Howard niversity School of Law. He also served in the army
during the World War.
The University regrets exceedingly the passing of one of her sons possessed of
such splendid talents and with such a promising future.
New Orleans, La., June 26, 1922.
Prof. G M. Lightfoot, Editor-in-Chief, The Howard University Record,
Howard University, Washington, D. C.
My dear Professor Lightfoot: Kindly accept my sincere thanks and most hearty
appreciation for the excellency of the Record. I wait hungrily for eack copy as
one who lives in a distant land waits anxiously for a letter from home.
The Record (each copy) contains 100 per cent of the "Howard Spirit" plus an
artistic style and a tasty arrangement, which put it in a class by itself.
I am enclosing herewith a check to cover both this year's and next year's sub-
scription, which I hope you may receive in the same good grace with which it is sent.
Yours truly,
E. T. M. DEVORE, D. D. S.,
Dental Class of 1911.
P. S~ Kindly send me a recent Howard University Catalogue (Oblige).
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~T HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLAR ($500,000) ENDOWMENT
FU1-D FOR THE HOYVARD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE, WASHINGTON, D. C.
== real testing time for Howard's alumni and friends is now here. $250,000 in
c:xl pledges must be raised by July 1, 1923, if we shall secure the gi ft of an
~ :3IlIl from the General Education Board and thus save the Class A rating of
~ffiical School. There is no appeal. It is- either secure this amount, or lose.= say you,. Howard sons and daughters? Fill out the pledge below and mail
y.
- oeo of this amount is already ours, provided the alumni and friends of How-
---:. -=:ni..-ersitypledge themselves to a like sum, payable on or before July 1, 1926.
z: -_ - must be in the hands of the President or the Secretary-Treasurer of the Uni-
- - _. however, on or before July 1, 1923, which will allow three years for payment
- ~aes. Check below what you feel is your share in meeting this splendid gift, ,.
- send to the President or the Secretary-Treasurer, Howard University, Wash-
_ ~ D. C., keeping the duplicate, filled in for your own files.
= hereby agree to give or get as my subscription to the Five Hundred Thousand
Endowment Fund for the Howard University School of Medicine, $ ,
le as indicated below: -
-~-tallments payable 0 monthly; 0 quarterly; 0 yearly; beginning
~-.:) , " , pledge to be paid in ful! on or before
:==:- 1, 1926.
ignature , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Class .
Address '.' ., .
Liberty Bonds are accepted at par; other securities at market value.
(Duplicate-retained by Subscriber)
-=::-\"'E HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLAR ENDOWMENT FUND FOR THE
HOWARD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
I hereby agree to give or get as my subscription to the FIve Hundred Thousand
;)ollar Endowment Fund for the Howard University School of Medicine, $ ,
vable as indicated below:
Installments payable 0 monthly; 0 quarterly; 0 yearly; beginning
date) , pledge to be paid in ful! on or before
Iy 1, 1926.
ignature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Class .
Address , .
Liberty Bonds are accepted at par; other securities at market value.
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Dental Alumni Association Organized-Fifty Graduates of School of Dentistry
Form Permanent Organization-Every Dental Alumnus Urged to Enroll.
FOLLOWINGefforts of more than a year looking towards united support of the
School of Dentistry and a definite movement to assist in improving its facilities and
raising its standard, the Dental Alumni Association of Howard University was
organized during the sessions of the National Medical Association in Washington,
D. C.
The outgrowth of a temporary organization formed during the Interstate Dental
Association sessions at Buckroe Beach, Virginia, in July, the permanent Association
in Washington drew its membership from more than twenty different States.
Under the slogan-ORGANIZED FOR SERVICE TO THE ALMA MATER-
COMMITTED TO A PLAN FOR UNIVERSITY EXPANSION-DEDICATED
TO THE CAUSE OF IMPROVED FACILITIE,s A ID HIGHER STANDARDS
IN THE SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY-the newly formed Alumni Association has
set about the task of cementing the interests of the dental graduate in his particular
department, without for one moment lessening his general interests in the University
as a whole.
The peculiar needs of the School of Dentistry and the "drive" for the Medical
Schools Endowment Fund, constitute ample incentive for united support. Every
Dental Alumnus is urged to enroll by communicating with the Secretary-treasurer.
The officers are: Dr. Stephen J. Lewis, Harrisburg, Penna., President; Dr. H. C.
Hudson, Shreveport, La., Vice President; Dr. 1. Marion Lawrence, 1410 21st Street,
Philadelphia, Penna., Secretary-treasurer.
Members of the Executive Council: Dr. Geo. A. Kyle, chairman,Paterson, N. J.;
Dr. E. M. Smith, Winston-Salem, N. c., Dr. W. T. Grinnage, Philadelphia, Penna.;
Dr. W. H. Sutherland, Newark, N. J., and Dr. W. O. Claytor, Washington, D. C.
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UNIVERSITY NOTES.
Additions to the Faculty, 1922-1923.
MISS Lucy D. SLOWE.Dean of Women and Associate Professor of English.
A. B., Howard University; A. M., Columbia University. Dean Slowe was for sev-
eral years a teacher in the Baltimore and Washington high schools, and in recent
years organized the Shaw Junior High School, of which she. was the first principal.
MR. CLARENCEH. MILLS', Instructor in Romance Languages. A. B., Dartmouth
College; A. M., Harvard University; Phi Beta Kappa. Mr. Mills comes to us from
Talladega College, where he was for two years Professor of Romance Languages.
MR. S. R. COOPER,Instructor in Chemistry. B. S., Howard University. Mr.
Cooper has had several years' experience as a teacher at Tuskegee Institute and at
A. & T. College, Greensboro N. C.
MR. R. PERCY BARKES, Instructor in Chemistry. A. B., Amherst College; Phi
Beta Kappa; Research Assistant in Chemistry at Amherst College, 1921-22.
MR. H. L. PELHAM, Instructor in Zoology. Mr. Pelham is a graduate of Lincoln
University.
MISS CAROLYKV. GRA:-IT,Instructor in Voice, Conservatory of Music. A. B. in
Education, and Mus. B., Howard University.
MR. \i\TILLIAMLEOHA~SBERRY,Lecturer on African History. B. S., Harvard Uni-
versity. Mr. Hansberry was formerly a teacher of the social sciences at Straight
College, New Orleans, and comes to us from a research fellowship in Harvard
University.
MR. VhLLIAM B. \i\Tr:ST,Secretary. Howard University Y. M. C. A. B. S. Colby
College. Mr. \Vest has had a long experience in "Y" work, and was for a time as-
sistant to the Executive Secretary of the "Y" in ew Yark City, and for two years
Professor of History and Economics in Talladega College.
MRS. EMMA LOUDl;:.N,assistant in the laboratory of the Home Economics depart-
ment.
Freshmen Lectures, 1922-1923-In Problems of Social Ethics and Practical
Conduct.
"There shall be established a course in Advisory Lectures for Freshmen in Prob-
lems of Social Ethics and Practical Conduct, conducted throughout the year one
period weekly from 12 to 12 :45; that one unit shall be given for this course which
shall constitute an additional unit for graduation."~Action of Facult y, April 7, 1922.
These lectures will be held on Mondays from 12 to 12 :45 o'clock in the Andrew
Rankin Memorial Chapel.
All Freshmen are required to attend; others are invited.
The course aims to cover topics of immediate bearing on the practical issues of life.
Subjects and Speake'rs (without rej erence to dates).
Inauguration of Course, Dean Miller.
Opening Address, President Durkee.
Methods of Study, two lectures, Dean Parks.
The use of the Library, Prof. Williams.
Physical Education, Dr. Jackson.
Personal Hygiene, D,'. Iackson,
. { Young Men, D,', Jackson.
Sex Hygiene Young Women, Dean Sloioe.
How to Choose a Profession, Dean Miller.
Ethics of Culture, D,'. Locke.
Ethical Value of Art, P,'Of. Renin.
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Ethical Value of Music, Pro], Lewis.
Ethical Value of Correct and Forceful Expression, Pro], I, D. TU·Y1/rr.
Biological Basis of Ethics, Dr. Lus].
The Fundamentals of Business, Dean Cook.
Business Ethics, Dr. Scott.
Social Ethics, Dr. Locke.
Individual Ethics, Dr. Locke.
Religion and Ethics, Dr. Pratt.
Ethical Value of Scientific Training, Dr. Brad y,
Care of the Mind, Dr. Locke,
The Individual and Society, Dean Miller.
Program of Social Reconstruction, Dean Parks.
The Problem of Races Detui Miiler.
Loyalty and Duty, Dr. Locke.
Academic Ideals, Pro], L. Z. Johnson.
The Tree of Good and Evil, Dean uut«.
The College and the World, Dean Miller.
Ethics of Citizenship, Prof. Tunnell,
Sportsmanship, Dean Holmes.
The Nature and Obligation of Contract, Prof. Cobb,
Non-Curriculum Activities, Prof. Greaor»,
Religion in College Life, Dean Parks.
. { Dean of j\IIen.
Social Life in College, Dean of Women.
The Physiological Basis of Conduct, Dr. Turner,
IN School and Societ» for Saturday, June 17, 1922, appears a study by Associate
Professor Martha Macl.ear of Howard University, entitled, "Educational Research
and Statistics." In this study, Professor Macl.ear discusses the theory held by
some investigators that Jorthern Iegroes are mentally superior to the Southern.
Miss MacLear sets out to refute this claim, based largely upon Army test findings.
by presenting an array of statistics from the grades of 116 graduates of the Howard
University Academy, 58 from the North and an equal number from the South. Other
records were examined in the case of graduates from the College, one hundred from
each section. These academic records were supplemented by 220 records made in the
Army test by Howard University students of both sexes, 110 from each section.
These tests coincide in their results with the tests already given in the Army, demon-
strating what is held by many psychologists that the Army tests do not measure
intelligence but environmental advantages.
IN THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS.
SCHOOL OF RELIGION NOTES.
THF, School of Religion opens with an enrollment in the day classes equalling that
of the entire year 1921-1922. On the basis of previous experience an increase of 25
per cent is expected before the close of the year 1922-1923. .
The faculty has been strengthened by the coming of Rev. William C. Gordon,
Ph. D., who takes up the professorship of Homilitics and Philosophy. Dr. Gordon
received the degrees of A. B., D. D., and A. M. from Yale University and a Ph, D.
from the University of Chicago. He comes to Howard with a wide and rich experi-
ence as Pastor, with the culture of the schools and with deep interest in the work
at Howard.
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Ethical Value of Music, PTOf. Lewis.
Ethical Value of Correct and Forceful Expression, PI·Of. L D. TUT11!'r.
Biological Basis of Ethics, DI'. Ius].
The Fundamentals of Business, Dean Cook.
Business Ethics, Dr. Scott.
Social Ethics, Dr. Locke.
Individual Ethics, DI'. Locke.
Religion and Ethics, Dr. Pratt.
Ethical Value of Scientific Training, DI'. Brad-y,
Care of the Mind, DI'. Locke.
The Individual and Society, Dean Miller.
Program of Social Reconstruction, Dean Parks.
The Problem of Races Dean Miller.
Loyalty and Duty, Dr. Locke.
Academic Ideals, Pro], 1.. Z. Johnson.
The Tree of Good and Evil, Dean Miller.
The College and the World, Dean Miller.
Ethics of Citizenship, PI'Of. Tunnell,
Sportsmanship, Dean Holmes.
The Nature and Obligation of Contract, PI'Of. Cobb.
Non-Curriculum Activities, Pro], Greqor»,
Religion in College Life, Dean Parks,
. { Dean of 1I1en.
Social Life in College, Dean. of Women.
The Physiological Basis of Conduct, DI'. Turner.
IN School and Society for Saturday, June 17, 1922, appears a study by Associate
Professor Martha MacLear of Howard University, entitled, "Educational Research
and Statistics." In this study, Professor MacLear discusses the theory held by
some investigators that Northern Negroes are mentally superior to the Southern.
Miss MacLear sets out to refute this claim, based largely upon Army test findings,
by presenting an array of statistics from the grades of 116 graduates of the Howard
University Academy, 58 from the orth and an equal number from the South. Other
records were examined in the case of graduates from the College, one hundred from
each section. These academic records were supplemented by 220 records made in the
Army test by Howard University students of both sexes, 110 from each section.
These tests coincide in their results with the tests already given in the Army, demon-
strating what is held by many psychologists that the Army tests do not measure
intelligence but environmental advantages.
IN THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS.
SCHOOL OF RELIGION NOTES.
THE School of Religion opens with an enrollment in the day classes equalling that
of the entire year 1921-1922. On the basis of previous experience an increase of 25
per cent is expected before the close of the year 1922-1923. .
The faculty has been strengthened by the coming of Rev. William C. Gordon,
Ph. D., who takes up the professorship of Homilitics and Philosophy. Dr. Gordon
received the degrees of A. B., D. D., and A. M. from Yale University and a Ph. D.
from the University of Chicago. He comes to Howard with a wide and rich experi-
ence as Pastor, with the culture of the schools and with deep interest in the work
at Howard.
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The Theological College is proving to be popular with the students, as is evidenced
by the large percentage electing courses in the college department.
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE. .
THE session of 1922-23 in the School of Medicine and its component colleges starts
with brilliant prospects for a successful year. In the College of Medicine the Exam-
ining Committee, after a painstaking scrutiny of 122 applications selected the fifty
that appeared to them best qualified for the study of medicine, scholarship being in
each case the determining factor. It was a source of regret to them that they could
not admit more.
The applications for admission in the Colleges of Dentistry a d Pharmacy were
scrutinized with equal care and it is believed that no one secured admission to any of
the colleges without complying fully with the requirements in each case.
An addition to the Dental Infirmary gives much needed additional space. New
equipment has been added to make work more efficient.
The necessity for increased teaching facilities grows more urgent each year and it
is hoped that each alumnus will do his part toward securing an endowment sufficient
to. enable the School of Medicine properly to help fill the need for educated colored
physicians, dentists and pharmacists.
The following extract from "The Gleaner" (Jamaica, B. \'V. 1.), Sept. 28, 1922, is
also of interest:
"The Governor in Privy Council has now decided that the Dental College at
Howard University should be recognized as one of the institutions where a candi-
date will be qualified under the provisions of the Dental Law."
EDWARD A. BULLOCH, Dean.
SCHOOL OF LAW.
New Lamps for Old at the Law School.
EXCEPT for the building program which broke down in the inability of the con-
tractors to finish up by Oct. Ist, thereby making it necessary to postpone that feature,
the School of Law "comes up smiling," a practically brand new institution.
For the purpose of refreshing the memories of alumni and friends it may n"ot be
amiss to transcribe here a page from the annals of the University for the year 1921.
At the mid-winter meeting of the University trustees held in February, 1921, Pres-
ident ]. Stanley Durkee, having sensed the new factors and the new alignments at
work in the field of legal education, made a number of l:ecommendations including
the following: That classroom work in the law school begin at 5 o'clock. instead of
6 :15 as heretofore; that the hours of study be increased so that each student shall
take a minimum of ten hours per week; that additional classrooms be provided; that,
if necessary, the hours of classroom work for members of the faculty be increased,
and new members added to the teaching taff; that additional time be given to some
of the subjects now taught thus enabling change in the plan of instruction; that the
curriculum be entirely recast; that library equipment be purchased to meet present
needs and enlarged program; that the requirements for admission be raised to two
years of accredited collegiate work beginning October 1, 192-±.
When it is noted that a new heating plant and electric lighting were installed last
year, and that a structure so remodeled on the old site as to constitute a practically
brand new building will be ready for occupancy in about thirty days, it will be ap-
parent that "New Lamps for Old" is not inappropriate as a heading for these notes.
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The largest aggregation of colored men and women ever g raduated from any insti-
tution of legal learning in the history of the world. certainly of the modern world.
the class of 1922, scattered far and wide and began at once to send back not.ces
of achievement. As a matter of fact, the record. which really began while the class
was still in the mole!. is cne of unusual gratification.
First John L. Jordan celebrated the closing of the first semester by passing all
of his subjects and the North Carolina bar as well.
Next 'vV. Arvey Wood in the interim between his final examinations and the grad-
uation exercises, passed the Connecticut bar. the first Howard man to perform the
feat. Mr. Wood is now engaged in practicing with offices in the Pallotti-Andretta
Building in Hartford.
Harry M. Green was then admitted to the Virginia bar. He is now practicing in
Richmond.
Next the District of Columbia bar. the bete noir of bar aspirants the nation over,
yielded the palm to Walter H. Mazyck, John 'vV. Love and Campbell C. Johnson, the
last two of whom passed also the North Carolina bar. This sprightly trio has now
become the latest addition to the local ensemble, with offices in You Street, N. 'vV.
Frcm Indiana, has come news of the success of Richard \Iv. Tompkins, Alva L.
Pulliam, Lloyd M. Gibson and Charles H. Wills, who subsequently was admitted
also to the Texas bar. Mr. Tompkins has also passed the bar of West Virginia.
John 'YV. Rowe passed the Kentucky bar.
If the foregoing all represent the class of 1922 classes of other years have not
neglected to see that they also were represented in the jousting.
Roy Lowe, 1n17, Carl R. Johnson, 1920 and Harvey V. Tucker, 1921, were suc-
cessful before the Missouri bar at St. Louis.
Theophilous J. Houston, 1921, passed the We3t Virginia bar at Charleston, where
Ralph \i\T. White, of the class of 1910, as if to show that Howard men can pass any
bar any time they see fit, duplicated the Houston feat and with it captured second
place.
From the class of 1921 also came Francis M. Settle of Memphis, Tenn., with the
certificate of the District of Columbia bar.
Last but by no means least Thomas R. Eaton signalized the Close of his second
year's work by joining Love and Johnson in their successful "attack" on the North
• Carolina bar. Mr. Eaton enters his senior year in the law school as a member of the
bar of the Tarheel State.
At this writing many other aspirants for the bar are preparing for examinations
to be held this fall. The record posted above leaves no room for doubting what kind
of a showing they will make.
On October 2nd, the School reopened its doors to an enthusiastic gathering pre-
sided over by Acting Dean Cobb. Present also besides the faculty and many alumni.
were President Durkee and Dr. Scott, secretary-treasurer, who made addresses. A
feature of the opening was a happy presentation to the student body by Professor
.-SchicK who, characterizing hiillself as the baby member of the faculty, made II noise
.more like a' veteran than an infant.
The registration has proceeded satisfactorily, yielding so far' about forty lusty
Freshmen 'of high promise, with more to follow.
"New lamps for old!" was the cry by which Aladdin's miracle worker was filched
from his possession. Today it is the cry by which a great institution of legal
'learning summons all who are fit to come and partake of the feast.
JAMES C. WATERS, JR., Secretary.
October 9, 1922.
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UNDERGRADUATE LIFE.
The New Howard Woman.
_,\l1ew day has dawned' for the women of Howard University and through them,
:;"orthe University itself. For, is not that inevitable law, that a good woman is "the
ioundation stone of all civilization," at work in the University? There is a new
iorce in Howard University that will bring help, inspiration, guidance, culture into
the life of the women here. Already a coveted view down the long avenue of time
aas revealed the New Howard Woman as she is conceived by Dean Lucy Slowe, the
new force on the University f.acuity that must make itself felt far down through
me future,
Dean Slowe is the answer to a spiritual need in the life of the women here. For
information and guidance in science, literature, mathematics, a woman might seek
the aid of any number of professors of the highest rank; but for those indefinable
problems of etiquette, grace, culture, the avenues of help were not so clear.
In a meeting with all the women of the campus, at Miner Hall, October 10, Dean
lowe sounded the keynote of her future policy in these far-reaching and vital words:
"Information is not the end and aim of a woman's college life, but that indefinable
something of refinement and culture that spell charm is equally vital."
The New Howard Woman according to her conception is a woman who is "intel-
lectually alert, physically alert, and of extreme culture and refinement."
Culture is no more inherited than is knowledge, One may inherit tendencies
toward culture, but to develop these tendencies or create them, there must be just
as systematic and conscious effort as one gives to acquiring knowledge. In this
effort, we must have the help and guidance of those who know. \Ve, the women of
Howard University, welcome Dean Slowe with eager, open arms and consecrate our-
selves to this sacred task of evolving the New Howard Woman-x'ta woman intellec-
tually alert, physically alert, and of extreme culture and refinement."
M. G, N., '24.
The New Dining Room.
~1ANY factors enter into making one's meal a mere matter-of-fact incident, in the
routine of the day or a distinct and particular pleasure. Some of these factors are:
General environment. Is the room beautiful? Are the colors pleasing and restful?
Is it comfortably spacious? Has it dignity? Atmosphere. Is there a general air
oi satisfaction, ease and quiet enjoymcnt? Light. Are the lights soit, yet bright?
The table. Is it clean and well set? Are there flowers to add their touch of charm?
Is the food good and well served? Is proper consideration and thought felt for
those who serve?
All these pleasurable elements and more make the new dining room a credit to the
Lniversity and to the Management. It is a difficult problem to run a dining room for
a large number and still retain that environment and atmosphere which are so essen-
:ial to enj oyment and satisfaction. The Management has achieved that end and the
results ought to be felt in every avenue of the University life, We wish for the
Yanagement a year that will continue as auspiciously as it has begun, with the full
sympathy and cooperation of the students,
M. G. N., '24.
TH8 first day of chapel was certainly an inspiration to any true Howardite, who
Ta glad to be back. The faculty came in large numbers. Great throngs of students
crowded in, The spontaneous burst of applause that· greeted the appearance of Pres-
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ident Durkee was a joy to behold. The services were inspiring, uplifting. The Pres-
ident seemed to radiate an atmosphere of peace, calm, confidence for the year a
hand. And then came the Alma Mater! How it was sung! Something-that in-
tangible something of spirit and soul went out from the heart of each faculty mem-
ber and student to unite in the universal soul of Howard that must realize for her
all that is best in things spiritual. M. G. N., '24.
War Department Commissions Additional Howard Students-Thirty-five How-
ard Students Receive Training at Camp Meade-Cadets Win
Many Prizes at Shooting Range.
IN addition to the seventeen (17) Howard University students commissioned from
the Howard University R. O. T. C. Unit as Second Lieutenants in the Reserve Army
of the United States by the Assistant Secretary of, "War, Hon. J. Mayhew Wain-
wright, at the Howard University Commencement exercises in June, six (6) other
Howard students were awarded commissions as Second Lieutenants in the United
States Reserve Army by Brigadier General Martin at the close of the summer
R. O. T. C. Infantry Camp, U. S. A., Camp Meade, Maryland, July 24th. Brigadier
General Martin's full staff was present with him at the exercises.
The following named men received the commissions: Walter A. Adams, Des
Moines, Iowa; Robert 1. Pollard, Houston, Texas; Robert J. Madison, Mobile,
Alabama; Samuel R. Cheevers, Albany, Georgia; '; ulian J. Evans, Washington,
D. c., and Arthur W. Ferguson, Richmond, Virginia.
The closing exercises of the Howard University Unit of the Reserve Officers'
Training Corps were held Monday evening, July 24th, when the men entertained the
officers with a Smoker. Cadet Arthur' W. Ferguson acted as toastmaster and pre-
sented Colonel N. M. Cartwell, the Commander of the Unit, who spoke in very high
terms of the men under his command. The other officers who spoke were Colonels
Vansoic and Helms, Major Burne, Captains Brett, Heraty and Lockhart.
The medals won by the men and the camp certificates were given out personally
to each successful cadet by Colonel Cartwell, who then presented Brigadier General
Martin, the Commander of the Camp Meade Training Center, who presented the
commissions to the six cadets who were eligible to receive them. Brigadier General
Martin expressed himself as highly pleased with the type of work done by the men,
J and said he considered it an honor to· have the pleasure of presenting to these men
commissions signed by the President of the United States as Second Lieutenants in
the National Reserves of the U. S. Army.
Thirty-eight (38) Howard students attended the summer Reserve Officers' Train-
ing Camp at Camp Meade this year. Quite a number of the men made high ratings
at the shooting range. Among the number were Albert J. Holmes, of Baltinlore,
who was the only cadet to qualify as an expert rifleman, receiving a prize of $12.50,
having scored 293 out of a possible 350 points; Arthur \;y. Ferguson, of Richmond,
Va., the only cadet to qualify as a sharpshooter, scoring 287 points. The cadets who
qualified as marksmen were Walter Adams, Linnear H. Bryant, Purvis J. Chesson,
Alonza L. Eason, Julian f. Evans, Clemens H. Fl'tzgera(o, Menthorn E. Harrold,
Edwin D. Johnson, Robert J. Madison, Grant M. Robinson, Horace C. Scott,
William Spiller, Edward U. Taylor, Theodore O. Walker, and James H. Young.
Commissions will doubtless be awarded to fifty-five (55) Howard men next June,
including those who attended camp this summer and those who will complete the
course in the Howard University R. O. T. C. Unit with an additional year's military
training,
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~ward Eleven Downs Virginia Seminary in Initial Gridiron Game by Score
of 6 to O.
:i.IO\\·ARD UNIVERSITY wins in initial football game of the season against Virginia
~Iogical Seminary ~nd College, Lynchburg, Virginia, by a score of 6 to O. A
~ge and enthusiastic crowd witnessed the game as much interest is being centered
±e "blue and white" eleven which is to meet Lincoln University on Thanksgiving
-~ in the "Football Classic of the Year" to be played at the American League
?-t Washington, D. C.
::Ioward secured its score in the second quarter after getting far down into the
-3eologs" territory by 'blocking a kick which was recovered by a Howard man
;cC iollowed by a couple of line plunges and the use of a short forward pass for a
down. A forward pass was attempted for the extra point, but the effort failed .•
::.n the third and fourth quarters Howard kept in the territory of the "Theologs"
a number of times threatened their goal. The plucky Virginians fought hard
::::ld held the "white and blue" eleven from scoring again during the game.
"hile the first game's results were not as one-sided as W2S expected by the How-
upporters. none the less confidence is expressed in the belief that the Howard
arriors will be successful throughout the season.
Lille-up and SWll1l1ary.
Howard (G) Positions. Virginia Seminary (0).
-on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Left End Hoyle
.J:ekes Left Tackle Jordon
- =se - " Left Guard Moore
:=niLon.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Center Harvey
:s:::r.h " Right Guard Brown
-yndon " Right Tackle ...............•........... Ashley
llliams (Capt.) Right End Sledd
"":0 -on ". . . . . . . .. Left Half Henry
;: tee............................ Right Hal f ...................•....... Wetson
:lmIeghy ' '.. . . . . . . . .. Full Back Lanier
~er Quarter Back Tyler
-::-ginia Seminary .
= ore 'by periods:
~ rard _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 0
o
6
o
o
o
0-6
0-0
Substitutions : Howard: Long for Johnson, Melton for Molson. Virginia Semi-
==:--: Holland for Henry, Henry for Holland, Duncan for Henry, Canty for Moore.
The Dean of Women Talked to Men.
_-\I.THOUGH the date was Friday, the thirteenth, yet the superstition as to day and= were forgotten when Miss Lucy D. Slowe, Dean of Women, addressed the male
~ents of the University. From her opening sentence until her closing challenge.
e was the closest. attention given by the audience of men. Her subject was well
"'CI1: "What a Howard Man Ought to Be." "Y oung men, I came to do a job!"
" her greeting. She then pleaded for a better social co-operation between the
sexes at Howard, stres-sing the complexity of the social problems here. "The aim
:: education," she said, ;'is not to turn out mere encyclopedias; it is not to give to
world men with information and knowledge only; but rather to furnish the world
= with information plus. To mere information 'must be' added character, the
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proper attitude. toward women, and the social graces." She erected, as the criterion
of conduct, not mere right or wrong, but rather good taste.
Admitting that the atmosphere at the University is not all that it should be, she
yet expressed her confidence that a healthy tone would soon characterize Old Howard,
and closed with the suggestion of definite ways in which the ideal H otuard 111an can
be realized.
Sophomore News.
THE Sophomore Class has returned to Howard filled with ever increasing spmt
and zeal. The Student Council must take the blame for this spirit, for every "Soph."
returned ready and eager to enforce the wearing of Freshman caps. The resident
girls of Sophomore Hall have given their little Freshman sisters a warm reception,
on several occasions. Many of the "little sisters" decided that they wanted to go back
home on the next train, for of course, the Sophomore spirit baffled them. The Sopho-
mores in Clark Hall have not been lacking in anything in their welcome to the Fresh-
men there.
In order to be able to start off at once, the Sophomore Class held its first meeting
of the year on Monday, October 2, 1022, for the purpose of reorganizing .. The
officers for the new Quarter had been elected at the last regular meeting of the
former Spring Quarter and thus these were installed.
The Class looks forward to an unusually successful year under the careful leader-
ship of its President, Mr. C. Glenn Carrington. Miss Rosetta Nolan, in the position
of Vice President, wilJ also have a hand in the administration. The FalJ of '22 finds
Miss Hilda Davis still handling the "Record Book." It may be interesting to note
that she has been Secretary since the organization of the Class, last Fall. Mr. Car-
penter, the class hero, being chosen as the most honest man among us, handles the
funds. .Our only "Theolog," Peter Helm, is holding his own as Chaplain. He, too,
serves his fourth term.
The Sophomore Class notes the presence of a number of new students in its ranks.
The members join in welcoming the newcomers, several of whom are graduates of
the Miner Normal School, across the way.
The "Sophs." are fully determined to make the other Classes of Old Howard sit
up and take notice.
Freshman News.
THE Fall Quarter of 1922 finds the Freshman Class ready to do its share in carry-
ing Ho\~ard forward. On October 6, Mr. D. Ward Nichols, President of the Student
Council, called the Freshmen together for the purpose of organizing. A goodly
number of the approximately four hundred students turned out. Of. course, all wore
their caps. The usual abundance of Freshman enthusiasm was present along with
the caps.
After several brief speeches by the Upper-classmen, the Freshmen undertook the
business of organizing. Mr. James Butler was given the honor of being the first
President. He will be assisted by Mr. George Miller, the new Vice President. Miss
Bernice Chism, whose fame reached the Hill ahead of her, will have the class Record
Book in her keeping for the Quarter. Miss La Verne Gregory is the Treasurer.
Time did not allow the Freshmen to complete their task at this meeting. The. other
officers will be elected on Wednesday, October 11. Under this efficient corps of
officers, the Class of '26 hopes to win a, brilliant name for itself in the record of
Howard's Classes.
H. A. D. '25.
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COUNTERWEIGHTS.
Prof. (in the middle of a joke)-"Have 1 ever told the class this one before?"
lass (in a chorus)-"Yes."
Prof. (proceeding)-"Good! You will probably understand it this time."
Cop---"Hey! Where are you going? Don't you know this IS a one-way street ?,
Driver-e-I'Well, I'm only going one way, ain't I?"
Oerk (at an Employment Bureau)-"Some one has sent for a yardman, sir."
:lIanager-"~Te haven't any yardmen at present."
Clerk-"Then shall we send up three footmen, sir?"
Lonesome Stude-"I don't believe I have a friend in the world."
Xeedy Stude--"Here'sa chance to make one. Lend me five dollars."
\Yife-"The maid has sharp ears."
Hubby-"Yes, I noticed that the doors are scratched up around the keyholes!"
Freshman Stude (to Prof. of Romance. Depar tment j=-J'Please, sir, are you the
Professor of Romances?"
1'..cvice.
Soph.-"This cold weather chills me to the bone."
Senior-"You should wear a hat."
Not Strong.
Cranky Customer-"Is this well water?"
Chipper Clerk-"Does it look sick?"
One Sunday, little James, four years old, was pounding. on the barn door with a
hammer. His mother went out and said:
"Why, James, don't you know you mustn't pound on Sunday?"
He lisped: "I ain't pounding on Sunday. I'm pounding on the barn door."
Customer-"Your cream is very goed."
Clerk-"It ought to be-I just whipped it." .
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1st Frosh-"See that man over there? That's the captain of the team."
2nd Frosh-"Yeh?"
1st Frosh-"See the pipe in his mouth?"
2nd Frosh-"Uh, Huh."
1st Frosh-"See the smoke coming out? It's lit."
2nd Frosh-"Sure."
i st Frosh-"Well he did that with iny match."
"How can I keep my toes from going to sleep ?"
"Don't let them turn in."
Filling the Prescription.
She-"The doctor tells me that I need a change of climate."
He-"Y ou'll get it. The barometer is falling."
One Use for 'Em.
A restaurant in Butler, Mo., displays this sign:
"Don't Divorce Your Wife Because She Can't Cook."
"Eat Here and Keep Her for a Pet."
Careful Listeners,
"When the eyes are shut, the hearing becomes more acute," says a medical
authority. We have noticed people trying this experiment in church.
Bad Case.
"What does young Bjinks mean by sending me one carnation a day, right along?"
"Why, don't you know? He's saying it with flowers, and he stutters."
The gold fish think nothing of a trip around Jhe globe.
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Artist's,
Architect's,
Engineer's
Instruments and Supplies
CAMPUS
2nd Floor Applied Science Building
"FUSSEL'S REAL CREAM ICE CREAM"
PROPER FOR ALL OCCASIONS
IIIIIIIIIII~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIW
fUSSEL-YOUNG ICE CREAM CO.
PHONE WEST 2308 1306 WISCONSIN. AVE.
THE GIBSON 00 .. INO.
SURGICAL INSTRUMIi:NTS AND STUDENT SUPPLIES
~1TCROSCOPESAND SCIEl'TIFIC INSTRUMENTS
917-19 G STREET. N.W. WASHINGTON. D. C.
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1~~~b&'QWH'~~~~~~~~
~ T~~NO~~f~~T CORBY'S'
~ Sandwiches Coffee
~ Ice Cream PastriesI SCHOOL SUPPLIES
~ 2221 Georgia Avenue
~ ~
%'1:!!12~~~?~~ ~~~~·~¥~~i~~~8lt3~
~~ W~""i£! ".L~W1b.~>YN..J:iN<>3.\L:;'Si,,-~V\g~~,w:;.w.s;~'I<"~~~
~ "You get what you want and want what you get" ~
I ~~!:~::~;:~;:E~~"~~~"~~~!.~·",2 , '·1
~ Ask anyone who has been there Telephone booth service ~
~ 2300 6th St., N. W. (Opposite Science Hall) ~
~ Phone Co!. 8888 McGhee and Brown, Props. ~
~-?.."Vm:1~8\f~':IrJ'~t?.~'a1~·~~~ - ~,,~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~'
~ .
~ I
I ~
I eliciouslceCreant I
; PHONE LINCOLN 5900 FOR PROMPT DELIVERY ~
~ ~j'!~:2i2BE.7N5'.flj3fN;:i~~'Ni>mi·~~~~<Rt:'~~~
i~~~'<:~~~&'&w::~>~~~~~~<~~~I D~.~~~!RJ:~~n~!EI
~ 7th and Tea Streets ~
ICreated by Colored CapItal. ~
;
Built by Colored Mecha11lcs . ~
. ~
; Operated for an.d by Colored Men I
~ First Run Photoplay Open Dally: 1 to 1} P. M. ~
~.~~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~
MOTHER'S BREAD
ITS FULL O];~LIFE
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FINE PORTRAITS AND GROUPS
KODAKS FILMS. DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
SCURLOCK
900 YOU STREET. N. W. WASHINGTON. D. C.
.•..•..•..•.~_--.•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•.....•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•,
!
Smart College Styles 1
+•i
i
i
+!
!
EXPERT .1
SHOE I
Rebuilding I
+
+
t
++•i
i
+Six stores in Washington and Baltimore !
b ---- - ~
!
!
!
;
i
! HOSIERY
!
I
!
!
!
!
SILK
Washington, D. C.
I
!
i
I
BALLARD'S
GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Complete Assortment of Greeting and Christmas Cards
§
11340 G Street, N. W.
§
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..;.............................................................•..•..•.•.......
!.
~
~~
t~
t~
i
~
!! Professional Building
.
!
t
!
~
i
!
t
i~
~Washington, D. C. !
Southern Dental Supply Company
1225 New York Avenue, Northwest
..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•.....•..•..•..•.....•..•..•..•..•.....•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•.
Dulin and Martin Co. F. R.
China, Glass ware, Silverware, Kitchen
Furnishings. Prizes and Trophies
for College Events
Gift Objects in Great Variety
China Pottery, Cut Glass, Lamps,
Silver, Art, Wares.
1215F; 1214-16-18G Street N. W.
Hillyard
Optometrist amd Jeioeler
A large line of pens and pencils
from $1 to $15
Prescn ptions carefully filled
Optical Work done in 24 Hours
Special 100/0 discount to Students
Repairing a Specialty
1832Seventh St., Northwest
R. HARRIS & CO. Barber & Ross, Inc.
+ Class and Fraternity Pins,Medals, and Special Tro-phies of every description
R. Harris & Co.
Cor. 7th and D Streets, N. W.
China, Housefurnishings, Cutlery
Tools. Auto Supplies.
11th and G Streets, Northwest
Watch
This
Space
SPECIAL! !
Men's Heavy Ribbed Union Suits
Slight Imperfection
Regular $1.50 Values
Now $1.15
BROWN'S CORNER
7th and T Streets, N. W.
I The Students' Haberdasher
I
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it?~~ mo~~ I
:-; !;
~ Weare catering to YOU , T
- Ii College Fellows, f~ T
! !i With clothes you'll like f
! t
! ELEVENTH and F STREETS. NORTHWEST i
~ I. ...:..... ..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•.....•..• -•..
MADAM EDMONDS GEORGETOWN CANDY KITCHEN
T. H. CHANAS. Proprietcr
HAIR CULTURIST
3065 ~I Street. N. W.
Special Rates to Students 75 cts. NORFOLK PEANUT· STORE
2212 stn Street. N. W. 1904 7th. N. w.
VIRGINIA PAPER HARRY B. DENHAM COMPANY, InG.
COMPANY, Inc. MEATS
PAPER 929 D Street, N. W.
Wholesale Exclusively Telephone Main 670
l'-;;~;~~~~·;..·; :·~·~~·i.. ; ;·;....· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .·.· .· .· .· .~.· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .···i
!< i! Army Supply Co., Inc. t
~ We carry a full iine of Uniforms and Equipment for t
Military and College Organizations. Lodges and f
Bands. Sporting Goods. Guns and Rifles. f
Shoes; Blankets. Rain Coats i
Special Rates to University Men i
1203 Penn. Ave .• N. W. Washington. D. C. I
~ •••••••• _ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• H •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1» ••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• t
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I If. I
t FOOTBALL SCHEDULE ;
f i
I f
1 !t HOME GAl\1ES ~
:.: ;..;ii Oct. 7-0pen Nov. 4-Morgan College I
.:!:', :::,Oct. I4-Virginia Theo, Sem. Nov. ll-Away, Petersburg
i i
••: Colleze :.:,Oct. 21-A. and T. <, Nov. IS-Hampton
++ iI Oct, 28- T entative, V" Union Nov. 30- LINCOLN-l OJO A, M'I
I All Games but Lincoln Start at 3:00 p, M. I
.•.•..•.•.•.•.•....•.•..•.•..•..•.•....•...•.......................•......•....•.•..•.......•...•.....- .
~~..•..•.......•.•.•.•.•.•..•...•.•....•.•.....•.•.....•.•.•...•...•....•. '.' ' ~
•+ f
+ f
+ Alumni and Friends fI i
i i
i +! Should keep In touch with i
~:~,.. the activities at Howard ~.::
University by reading the •
t Current issues of the Record !
+ iI +t Supscription Fee $1. 00 ~
; .
! per school year !
i. •
+i Mail yours today i
I 4~/~.4~.!
1 BUJiJJeJS Manager 1:
+ i.. .....•
+
•••.•••••••..•..••.•••••••..•..•..•..••.•.••..•..••.•..••.••.•.••..•..••.• ··••.•..• "c·, e ,·.- •..•..•.. ,··, .. tt •••••••••••• - •••• - ••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••.
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